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Introduction



The US has a long history of economic growth, even before the 
Industrial Revolution



South Africa had a higher GDP per capita in 1770 but was quickly 
overtaken in terms of growth by the US



Despite many similarities the US has grown more quickly than 
Canada and the UK







What explains the US’s good fortune?

� One very simple answer:
¡ In the past 400 years the US has grown faster than most other 

countries, much faster than most countries in the world.

� US GDP per capita has increased 24 fold since 1800.
¡ The average American in 2007 consumes 24 times as much 

goods and services as did the average American in 1820.

� The average American in 2007 consumes 6 times as 
much as the average South African and, in fact, the 
average American consumed as much in 1906 as the 
average South African consumes today. 



Economies have not always grown quickly 
(Clark, 2009) 

� The “hockey stick” chart:
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Economies have not always grown quickly 
(Clark, 2009) 



Burundi
� GDP/person rank (181/182)
� Agriculturally rich endowment 

esp. cash crops.
� On the equator (3.5° S)
� Land-locked and cut off from 

trade
� Disease environments (life exp. 

60)
� European settler mortality 

280/1000
� History of a military 

dictatorship
� Recurrent civil wars
� High levels of corruption and 

violence.

United States of America
• GDP / Person rank (9/182)
• Rich in grain, with some 

historically lucrative cash crops.
• North of the equator (40°N)
• Access to coastlines and many 

trade partners
• Low disease environment (life 

exp.79)
• European settler mortality 

15/1000
• Long standing democracy
• One (brutal) civil war
• Low levels of corruption and 

violence

Some features of the Divergence
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Democratic 
Republic of 
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Key facts in Burundi's history

� 1890 - The kingdoms of Burundi and neighbouring
Ruanda (Rwanda) incorporated into German East 
Africa.

� 1916 - Belgian army occupies the area.
� 1962 - Burundi is separated from Ruanda-Burundi 

and becomes independent.
� 1993 - Ethnic conflict claims some 300,000 lives.
� 2015 - Unrest sparked by president's plans to stand 

for third term.



A few explanations as to why some countries 
continue to be poor

Technology Growth
Geography / Climate

Culture
Colonization

Slavery
Trade / Globalization



The formula for output (GDP) is very simple



Technology Growth

� One way to increase the level of output of an economy is to 
increase the level of technology.

� All “technology” means is finding new ways to combine 
capital, labor and land to make them produce more output.

� New technology is the result of new ideas. Anything that 
increases the number of ideas can increase output. This will 
ultimately lead to growth.

� While it is true that rich countries have better technology than 
poor countries, this is not an explanation as to why they are 
richer.

� So we are still left looking for a better explanation.



Scientific Management as an example of a new technology

Taylorism

Frederick Winslow Taylor 
(1856-1915) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCsOqWbK46o&gl=CA


Climate and geography

� Climate directly influences the quality of land, labor and 
production technology.

� Tropical environments (relative to temperate 
environments) have
¡ Poor crops
¡ Disease
¡ Under adoption of technology

� Land-locked countries
¡ Have limited access to trade
¡ Have limited access to a larger market



Example: Climate and geography affect growth

� Using the same capital, labour and other inputs, 
compared to the wet temperate zone land in the:
¡ wet tropical climate would produce 27% less output,
¡ dry tropic zone would produce 31% less output,
¡ dry temperate zone would produce 15% output.

� Frost is also good for agriculture



Culture - The values, attitudes and beliefs 
prevalent in a society

� Some cultural traits that influence growth are
¡ Openness to new ideas / resistant to innovation
¡ Attitudes to hard work
¡ Patience and savings
¡ Trust
¡ Willingness to bear risks
¡ Tastes for Violence
¡ Social capital/Social capability
¡ Ethnic Fractionalization



Culture - The values, attitudes and beliefs 
prevalent in a society

� McCloskey's explanation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0nsKBx77EQ


Culture - The values, attitudes and beliefs 
prevalent in a society

“Give masses of ordinary people equality before the 
law and equality of social dignity, and leave them 

alone, and it turns out that they become 
extraordinarily creative and energetic.”



Example:  World Values Survey

Source: wordvaluessurvey.org



World Values Survey 2010-2014

Source: wordvaluessurvey.org





World Values Survey evolution 1981-2015

� World Values Evolution over 34 years

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABWYOcru7js


Colonization and Slavery



Slavery in the US



Trade can increase economic growth in 3 ways

1. Encourages the Importation of technologies from abroad.
1. Foreign direct investment - transfers technology as well as capital
2. Purchase of inputs that embody new technology.
3. Transfer of organizational technology. (e.g. Toyota coming to visit 

Ford’s plant)

2. Expands incentives of the creation of new technologies 
by creating a larger market for output.

3. Increases competition between firms forcing them to be 
more efficient.



Conclusion

� The topic of why some countries are so poor today 
despite so much growth is complicated and 
contentious.

� None of the factors I have discussed today operate 
alone, most are connected in some way.

� We will spend most of this term trying to understand 
how the US became the most productive country on 
earth as a function of these factors, and more. 



Next lecture

� Clark, G. (2007), A Farewell to Alms, Chapter 2.
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The Malthusian Model



References
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A Malthusian explanation
on the preindustrial period

Thomas Malthus, 
1806. 
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The Malthusian Trap

� Key: very slow rate of technological advance.
¡ Below 0.05% per year before 1800 (1/30 of the modern rate).

� That low rate meant that increases in living 
standards were soon dissipated through population 
growth. Income was always, on average, at 
subsistence levels.

� The word “average” is key. While there were very rich 
individuals throughout history, before 1800 the vast 
majority of human beings lived just above 
subsistence levels.

� Caveat: subsistence does not mean starvation.



Demography matters

� High fertility in the 
absence of technological 
change implies that a society 
will soon encounter 
diminishing returns.

� In societies with high 
fertility rates, population 
grows faster than income, 
and hence living standards 
decline.



Fertility and mortality matter

� If the mortality rate is 
high, marginal 
productivity will be 
higher.

� In a Malthusian world, 
wars, diseases, famines 
as well as practices that 
limited the number of 
births increased living 
standards.



The Malthusian logic

� In all animal populations, births must equal 
deaths in the long run.

� This was also true for humans before 1800.
� Until 1800, animals and humans shared the 

same “natural” economy.
� Material living conditions of the average person 

in the agrarian economies of 1800 were, if 
anything, worse than those of our remote 
ancestors. 



The Malthusian equilibrium

� Episodes of population growth were temporary. 
Eventually population stagnated, and the 
number of surviving children per woman 
reverted to the replacement rate.
¡Human population might have been about 

0.1 million people in 130,000 BC.
¡ In 1800, it was 770 million.
¡This implies an average rate of 2.005 

surviving children per woman.



Useful facts and definitions

� Birth rate = number of births per thousand people per 
year.
¡ They vary greatly across societies.
¡ The maximum biologically possible is about 60.
¡ Some African countries today reach 55. Pre-industrial England 

managed to stay below 30.
� Death rate = number of deaths per thousand people per 

year.
¡ In a stationary population, life expectancy = 1/death rate = 1/birth 

rate.
� Material living standard = amount of goods and 

services consumed in a society.
¡ For most of human history, this consisted mostly of food, clothing, 

and shelter, which are comparable across time.



Modern fertility rates (2015)
Source: data.worldbank.org
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Modern fertility rates (2015)
Source: data.worldbank.org



Historical fertility rates

Year Population 
ca. 1300 

Population 
ca. 1800 

 
Surviving 

children per 
woman 

    
Norway 0.40 0.88 2.095 
Southern Italy 4.75 7.9 2.061 
France 17.0 27.2 2.056 
England 5.8 8.7 2.047 
Northern Italy 7.75 10.2 2.033 
Iceland 0.084 0.047 1.930 

 



Assumptions of the Malthusian model

1. The birth rate of each society increases with 
material living standards.

1. The death rate of each society decreases with 
material living standards.

1. Material living standards decrease as 
population increases.



Long run equilibrium

Income per person
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By definition, the level of 
income at which the population 
just reproduces itself. Usually 
well above the minimum 
income needed to feed the 
population.



Decreasing returns to population

� Why must income return to a fixed level?
¡ Because of the trade-off between population and material 

income.

� This is determined by the law of diminishing returns:
¡ When the population grows, holding endowments and 

technology constant, marginal output declines.
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Comparative statics:
increase in the birth rate schedule

Income per person
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An increase in the birth rate schedule
increases the equilibrium population from
N0 to N1 and reduces income per capita
from y0 to y1. The equilibrium birth rate
is higher and, by definition, so is the
equilibrium death rate. Life expectancy
falls.



Comparative statics:
decrease in the death rate schedule

Income per person
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A decrease in the death rate schedule
increases the equilibrium population from
N0 to N1 and reduces income per capita
from y0 to y1. The equilibrium birth rate
is lower and, by definition, so is the
equilibrium death rate. Life expectancy
increases.



Comparative statics:
isolated technical change
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An isolated technical change shifts 
the technology schedule upwards. 
This increases income per capita 
temporarily. The higher income 
causes births to exceed death, and
population to grow. Population 
growth causes income to fall until 
births and deaths are equalized, 
exactly at the original level of income 
per capita.



The Malthusian model and economic growth

� Before 1800, technical change was slow and sporadic.
� The cumulative technological improvements could be 

very large.
¡ England was much more advanced than the hunter gatherers its 

explorers found in Polynesia, many of whom had not mastered the 
use of metals

� Despite the wide differences in the technical achievement 
of societies, their income per capita did not differ much.

� Under the conditions captured by the assumptions of the 
Malthusian model, technical change results in more 
people, not higher living standards.



Malthusian political economy

� In a Malthusian context, redistributing income to the 
poor will not make their living conditions better. It will 
just increase their numbers.
¡ This argument was used by Malthus and Ricardo to oppose the Poor 

Laws in the early 19th century.
� Institutional change - good property rights, low taxes, 

free markets, peaceful living - would have no effect on 
income per capita, or might actually lower it.
¡ Example 1: a tax increase would reduce disposable income, 

generating excess mortality. Population would fall, thus increasing 
income per capita to its previous level.

¡ Example 2: an increase in security would reduce the death rate 
schedule, thus increasing population and reducing material living 
standards.



The role of inequality

� Inequality differed greatly across Malthusian societies:
¡ Hunter-gatherers were very egalitarian.
¡ Agricultural societies displayed enormous inequality.

� The vast bulk of the population earned subsistence income - thus, in 
societies with the same birth and death rate schedules, the median
income was the same.

� In more unequal societies, the rich were richer while the poor were not 
poorer - their average income was higher.

� Redistributing the wealth of the rich to the poor did not increase their 
incomes in the long run, only their numbers.

� In the Malthusian world, inequality increased the average income of a 
society without harming its poorest members.



Malthusian virtues and vices

Virtues Vices

Fertility limitation Fecundity

Bad sanitation Cleanliness

Violence Peace

Harvest failures Public granaries

Infanticide Parental solicitude

Income inequality Income equality

Selfishness Charity

Indolence Hard work

22



Case study: The introduction of agriculture

� There is some evidence that the introduction of 
agriculture (the “Neolithic Revolution”, ca. 10,000 
BC) reduced living standards. It almost certainly did 
not increase them.

� Why did hunter-gatherers abandon agriculture? 
What were the consequences of this shift?

� Read “Noble or Savage?” (The Economist, Dec 19 
2007) and Clark pp. 37-38.





Recap

� Assumptions of the Malthusian model:
¡ Birth rates increase with material living standards.
¡ Death rates decrease with material living standards.
¡ Material living standards are inversely related to population.

� Implications: the Malthusian trap.
¡ Improvements in living standards brought by technological change 

are temporary. They are soon dissipated through population growth 
and diminishing returns.

¡ The only way of improving living standards and life expectancy in a 
Malthusian economy is by lowering birth rates. Increasing death 
rates also improve living standards, but obviously decrease life 
expectancy.



Next Lecture

� Clark, G. (2007), A Farewell to Alms, chapter 3.



Living Standards
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Bibliography

� Required:
¡ A Farewell to Alms, Chapter 3.

� Optional:
¡ Clark, Gregory. “The Condition of the Working Class in 

England” Journal of Political Economy, 2007.



English unskilled real wages, 1200 - 2000

Source: Clark, Gregory. “The Condition of the Working Class in England” Journal of Policial Economy, 2007. Figure 5



English unskilled wages, 1200-1800

Source: Clark, Gregory. A Farewell to Alms, 2007. Figure 3.1



Source: Rota & Weisdorf (2019) “Why was the First Industrial revolution English? 
Roman Real Wages and the Little Divergence within Europe reconsidered”.



Why the hump shape?

� The “Black Death”. Several episodes of bubonic plague that 
struck Europe starting in 1347, killed about 1/3 of the 
population of England. 

� The increase in death rates lowered life expectancy, but 
increased living standards (in the form of wages).

� The higher living standards caused birth rates to increase. As 
the population became resistant to bubonic plague, death 
rates decreased.

� The population grew again, wages fell, and by 1600 incomes 
per capita had returned to their subsistence level.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kScxc9DPrnY


TOLEDO 
CATHEDRAL

CASTILE 
(SPAIN)

Photo: 
M. Drelichman



The budget of the average person

Source: Clark, Gregory. A Farewell to Alms, 2007.
Table 3.1
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How did English wages compare to modern
Malthusian economies?



How did English incomes compare to those
of modern Malthusian economies?

Country Population Income per 
person

Relative income Population 
growth rate

Life expectancy

Tanzania 34 569 20 2.1 46

Sierra Leone 8 849 60 2.3 41

Madagascar 16 1014 36 3.0 55

Benin 6 1417 50 2.7 54

Ghana 19 1590 56 2.1 57

Bangladesh 131 2052 73 2.2 63

England
(pre-1800)

- 2828 100 0.1 37

Zimbabwe 13 3061 107 0.6 37

India 1016 3103 110 1.4 63

China 1259 4446 157 0.6 72

Source: Clark, Gregory. A Farewell to Alms, 2007. Table 3.3 11



How did English wages compare to those
of ancient economies?



Lessons

� There was a large variation in the incomes and wages 
of Malthusian economies.

� These variations were determined solely by birth and 
death rates, not by technology.
¡ England in 1800 was much more technologically advanced 

than Classical Athens. Its wages, however, were much lower.

� Malthusian societies need not be poor. Those that 
successfully restrict population growth can enjoy 
relatively high incomes per capita.



Other measures of living standards

� Data on income for most countries are only available 
from the 20th century onwards. For only a handful do we 
have 19th century data.

� Similarly, data on wages are very scant, and sometimes 
unreliable. Only for England do we have an unbroken 
series since 1200.

� We need other indicators of living standards:
¡ Consumption of calories, determined through descriptions of 

people’s diets.
¡ Height and health, determined through measurements of skeletal 

remains.



Comparison of calorie consumption



Source: González Agudo (2019), “Prices in Toledo (Spain), sixteennth and seventeenth centuries.” Social 
Science History 43 (2).



Did the English eat well?

� Only moderately so.
� Average 18th century English calorie consumption was 

about the same as the average for modern hunter-
gatherer societies.

� The poor ate as little as the poorer contemporary 
societies. Their consumption was the minimum needed 
for survival.

� The English diet was poor in proteins. The Asian diet of 
the time must have been even worse.

� Hunter-gatherer societies eat a highly varied diet. The 
English diet in the 18th century consisted mostly of bread 
plus modest amounts of beef, mutton, cheese and beer.



The Yanomami ate better 
than the English in the late 18th century



Engel’s Law

� The poorer a family, the larger the share of its 
income spent on food.

� Furthermore, as a family grows richer, its food 
expenditure switches from “cheap” calories (bread, 
starches) to “luxury” ones (meat, dairy, alcohol).

� Engel’s Law allows us to assess the relative wealth of 
societies by examining their expenditure pattern.
¡ What percentage of expenditure went to food?
¡ How was food expenditure divided between “cheap” and 

“luxury” calories?



Shares of expenditure on food (farm workers)



Shares of expenditure on food 



Lessons

� Shares of expenditure on food were uniformly high 
in Malthusian societies, ranging from 80% to 90%.

� Richer societies, such as England, spent more on 
“luxury” calories, such as animal products and 
alcohol.

� The high share of expenditure on food left little to 
spend on other items, including entertainment, 
culture, education and innovative activities.



Height as a measure of living standards

� Better nourished persons grow taller. This is 
particularly true if the person is well nourished 
during infancy and childhood. Well fed societies are 
populated by relatively tall individuals.

� Early life diseases stunt growth. Healthier societies 
produce taller individuals.

� We have abundant historical records of height, 
collected mainly for military purposes.

� Using skeletal remains, we can infer the average 
height of the individuals of ancient societies.



Height as a measure of living standards



Height in pre-industrial societies

TODAY (males 20-39 yrs)

US 178 cm

Canada  180 cm

Netherlands   184 cm

Philippines 163 cm

China 165 cm

Sri Lanka 163 cm

Vietnam 160 cm

25



Lessons

� Height variation in pre-industrial societies seems 
unrelated to the state of technology: stone-age 
Polynesians were taller than the 18th century English.

� Modern undeveloped societies exhibit the same heights 
as historical agricultural societies.

� Again the Malthusian model at work. Before 
industrialization, differences in living standards were not 
determined by technology, but rather by differential birth 
and death rates.



Recap

� Wages, a measure of living standards. 
� In Malthusian economies, wages were stable in the long 

run.
� Income per capita varied widely across Malthusian 

economies. However, this reflects differences in birth 
and death rates, not technology.
¡ English people in 1200 were richer than people in Malawi today, but 

poorer than hunter-gatherer societies in Polynesia.
¡ This is only valid for income per capita per unit of time. It does not 

necessarily hold for lifetime income, which also depends on life 
expectancy.

� The same can be said for living standards measured in 
different ways, such as caloric intake or average height.



Recap

� Calorie consumption, alternative measure of 
living standards.

� Shares of expenditure on food were uniformly high 
in Malthusian societies, ranging from 80% to 90%.

� Richer societies, such as England, spent more on 
“expensive” calories, such as animal products. 
Engel’s Law.

� As long as the Malthusian constraint dominated, 
the great priority of all societies was food 
production. 



Next lecture: 
European Expansion and Discovery

Required readings:

Hughes & Cain (2011), American Economic History, 
Chapter 1.

Mokyr, J. (1992), The Lever of Riches, Chapter 3, pp. 
46-48. Chapter 4, pp. 68-69.
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European Expansion and 
Discovery



Last lecture recap

� Wages, a measure of living standards. 
� In Malthusian economies, wages were stable in the long 

run.
� Income per capita varied widely across Malthusian 

economies. However, this reflects differences in birth 
and death rates, not technology.
¡ English people in 1200 were richer than people in Malawi today, but 

poorer than hunter-gatherer societies in Polynesia.
¡ This is only valid for income per capita per unit of time. It does not 

necessarily hold for lifetime income, which also depends on life 
expectancy.

� The same can be said for living standards measured in 
different ways, such as caloric intake or average height.



Las lecture recap

� Calorie consumption, alternative measure of 
living standards.

� Shares of expenditure on food were uniformly high 
in Malthusian societies, ranging from 80% to 90%.

� Richer societies, such as England, spent more on 
“expensive” calories, such as animal products. 
Engel’s Law.

� As long as the Malthusian constraint dominated, 
the great priority of all societies was food 
production. 



Last lecture recap

� Height variation in pre-industrial societies seems 
unrelated to the state of technology: stone-age 
Polynesians were taller than the 18th century English.

� Modern undeveloped societies exhibit the same heights 
as historical agricultural societies.

� Again the Malthusian model at work. Before 
industrialization, differences in living standards were not 
determined by technology, but rather by differential birth 
and death rates.



Bibliography

Required:

Hughes & Cain (2011), American Economic History, 
Chapter 1.

Mokyr, J. (1992), The Lever of Riches, Chapter 3, pp. 
46-48. Chapter 4, pp. 68-69.
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Persson, G., An Economic History of Europe



Source: worldhistory.biz



Introduction

What if Muslims Won at the Battle of Tours?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ye4vsIHBACM


Introduction

� End of Antiquity: most of the old Roman Empire was 
overturned by Muslim armies in the 7th century.

� The European response to the Muslim expansion created 
what historians call “modern Western civilization”. 

� Within this system, the organization of land and labor 
became feudalism.

� The Roman Catholic religion played a relevant role.



Europe circa 1500



The Nation State

� In the Renaissance there was a movement toward the 
modern Nation State. 

� This implied the gathering of European peoples into 
political, legal, social, customary and economic unities.

� Hughes and Cain point to the new national sphere, 
together with the Protestant Reformation, as key 
factors that spread markets and commercial growth in 
Western Europe.

� End of feudalism and beginning of mercantilism.



Some terms

� Feudalism: a pyramidal hierarchy of mutual obligations and 
rights with respect to both labor and land that extended from 
peasants to kings in Europe during the late Middle Ages.

� Mercantilism: intellectual and institutional environment 
that implied governmental regulation to maximize the 
nation’s wealth. It accompanied the emergence of strong, 
centralized nation states.

� Bill of exchange: a dated order to pay against the shipment 
of goods. It was used in Europe since the 14th century to cut 
down on the need for shipping coin and bullion to make 
payments.



Bill of Exchange. Castile (Spain), 1558

Source: cervantesvirtual.com



Source: cervantesvirtual.com

Venue: Medina del Campo Date: 17 October 1558
Value: 800 Escudos

Merchant’s Signature: Simón Ruiz



Demographic and Urban Growth 

� Trade led to demographic and urban growth in late-
medieval and early-modern Europe.

� Despite the incidence of subsistence crisis and the
Black Death (1347-1348), the subsequent recovery
established the base for further productive and
commercial development.

� This coincided with modern nation states’
engagement in their overseas expansion.



Modern states and modern ideas

Spanish jesuit scholar Juan de 
Mariana (1536-1624):

Good government (1598): the 
possibility of overthrowing a king 
is justified if the king is a tyrant.

Private property (1599): it 
belongs to citizens.

Quantity theory of money 
(1609): price levels were directly 
linked to the money supply. 
Currency debasement by the king 
is also a tyranny.

Source: Instituto Cervantes



Mariana’s influence

John Locke (1632-1704)
Source: The National Interest

Hugo Grotius (1583-1645)
Source: Netherlands 

Tourism

Samuel von Pufendorf
(1632-1694)

Source: Standford.edu

John Adams (1735-1826)
Source: National Gallery of Art



Mariana’s influence on John Locke

Mariana’s General History of Spain 
London, 1699



Mariana’s influence on John Locke

Locke’s 
Some thoughts 
concerning the reading 
and study for a 
gentleman 



Mariana’s influence on John Adams
Letters to John Taylor. Pub. 1814



European expansion overseas

� Mercantilist ideas motivated the European expansion.

� The king’s interest depended on merchants, while merchants’ 
interests depended on the king’s protection.

� Portugal marked the beginning of the European expansion 
overseas in 1415.

� Castile (Spain) explored and colonised big parts of America 
since 1492.

� England reached the coast of Nova Scotia in 1497, but it 
wasn’t until 1607 when the first permanent English settlement 
in Virginia was established.



Spain and Portugal: 
sharing out the New World

� Right after Columbus’ first 
trip to America (1493), the 
Pope Alexander VI issued a 
decree that divided the New 
World lands between Castile 
and Portugal.

� A north-south line, west of 
Cape Verde.

� The Portuguese didn’t agree 
with the Pope’s demarcation.

Source: palazzodiamanti.it



Treaty of Tordesillas (1494)

View of Tordesillas (Spain)
Source: lavanguardia.com



Treaties of Tordesillas (1494) 
and Zaragoza (1529)

� The Treaty of Tordesillas
implied a relocation of the line 
of demarcation, a little bit 
farther, west of the Cape Verde 
Islands. 

� The Treaty of Zaragoza drew a 
new north-south line on the 
Pacific that divided both 
countries’ expansion in this part 
of the world.

Source: National Library of Lisbon



Treaties of Tordesillas (1494) 
and Zaragoza (1529)

Castilian
possessions

Portuguese
possessions



England overseas

� Motivated by the Spanish discoveries of precious metals 
in America, English merchants began a search for 
potentially profitable investments in the late 16th century.

� They still had a hope of finding a northwest passage to 
the Orient.

� England was ell endowed with both labor and capital, but 
had relatively smaller amounts of natural resources. 
North America was well endowed with natural resources.

� Demand for agricultural goods was increasing in 
England. 



England overseas

� Initially, high costs derived from risks and 
uncertainties discouraged migration and the 
development of colonial agriculture.

� As the British demand increased, agricultural costs 
in the country started to rise. 

� The cost of colonial agriculture started to decrease. 



European expansion overseas

� In 1608 the French founded Quebec.

� In 1624 the Dutch established New Amsterdam, what 
would become New York City.

� In 1643 a Swedish colony established in nowadays 
Pennsylvania. The colony was passed to the Dutch in 
1655 and, then, to the English.

� By 1650 the Spanish, English, French, and Dutch had 
established in what would become the US and Canada.



Technology also mattered

� Mokyr's Lever of Riches

Chapter 3, pp. 46-48. 
Chapter 4, pp. 68-69.

http://gw2jh3xr2c.search.serialssolutions.com/?sid=sersol&SS_jc=TC0000084420&title=The%20lever%20of%20riches%20:%20technological%20creativity%20and%20economic%20progress


Seafaring ships

Viking cog



The Compass



Three-masted
ships



Caravels

© David González Agudo

Replica of the Santa 
María, used by 
Columbus in 1492



Dutch Fluyts



Map of Juan de la Cosa, 1500. 

Cuba



Projection of Mercator, 1569



Quadra and 
Vancouver 
island

The Oldest Navigation chart
of BC coast, drawn by the

Spanish cartographer
Dionisio Galiano in 1792





European competition

� Mercantilism thought 
led nation states to 
undertake exploration, 
discovery, and 
colonization.

� Some scholars point to 
competition and the use 
of gunpowder 
technology

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VYT73cCK-N0


Next lecture

� Reference:
¡ Hoffman, P. (2015), Why did Europe Conquer the World?, 

Chapter 2

https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/ubc/detail.action?docID=1980089


E C O N O M I C  H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  U S
D A V I D  G O N Z Á L E Z  A G U D O

Explaining warfare in Europe



Bibliography

Required:

¡ Hoffman, P. (2015), Why did 
Europe Conquer the World?, 
Chapter 2

https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/ubc/detail.action?docID=1980089


Last lecture recap

� Renaissance ideas motivated the European 
expansion (mercantilism, good government, private 
property, quantity theory of money).

� Some technological advances also mattered.

� By 1650 the Spanish, the English, the French, and 
the Dutch established in what is nowadays the US 
and Canada.



Why were the Europeans so bellicose?

� In the Modern Age, war was the main business for 
the European monarchies.

� Evidence: a relatively high % of GDP spent on 
warfare, even in current standards. 

� What led European rulers to employ so much money 
for war?

� We need an economic model.



The Tournament Model

� Why did western European rulers fight? 

� Major factors:

¡ Politics behind the decision to go to war
¡ Effects of warfare on military technology







What made European rulers take up arms? 
The narrative

� A long historical tradition (e.g., struggle against 
foreign invaders for centuries). The monarchs had 
been raised to fight one another (“a royal sport”).

� Military service offered reputation and honor, and it 
gave lower social classes a chance to climb the social 
ladder.

� Warfare state was an opportunity for commercial 
advantage.



Explanations given by 
political and economic science

�Early modern European rulers had 
biased incentives:

¡They were to gain a disproportionate share of 
the spoils from victory. 

¡At the same time, they were to avoid a full 
share of the warfare costs.



The Tournament Model

Two rulers, 1 and 2:

� P = value of the prize for winning rulers.

� d = penalty paid by losing rulers.

� b = fixed (financial) cost of the war.

� c = ruler’s variable cost or political cost 
(c2/c1 = ratio of variable costs).

� z = amount of resources mobilised for the conflict. 
(z1/z2 = ratio of resources mobilised).



Source: http://elhoyodepinares-
fondodocumental.blogspot.ca

Town: Ávila
Total number of households: 
2,826
Commoners: 2,456
Noblemen: 53
Clergymen: 317

Fixed costs: 
The Millions Tax (Castile, Spain) 1591



Fixed costs: fortifications
Breda (The Netherlands)



Fixed costs: Fortifications
Breda (The Netherlands)



…which not always worked.
Surrender of Breda
Diego Velázquez, 1634-35



Citadel of Jaca (Spain)
16th century



The Tournament Model: assumptions

� We assume that each ruler’s chances of winning are 
proportional to the resources mobilised.

� Rulers weight the prize value, the fixed and variable 
costs, as well as the resources mobilised, in case they 
decide to go to war.

How can we express peace and war scenarios 
with this model?



The Tournament Model: peace scenario

� Ruler 1 is willing to go to war and ruler 2 sits on the 
sidelines, as long as:

P > b, and 
P < b (1 + c2/c1 )2

Peace will occur when rulers are mismatched: 
one of the opponents is much bigger or can 

mobilize men and equipment at little political 
expense. 



The Tournament Model: war scenario

� Both rulers are willing to fight, as long as:

P > b, and
P ≥ b (1 + c2/c1 )2

In this case, c2/c1 will be near 1, because c2 ≈ c1. 
No huge differences in size or ability to muster 
men and equipment. Both countries will face 

similar political costs of mobilizing resources. 



The Tournament Model: implications

� The conditions for war yield one of the major reasons 
why East Asia eventually fell behind western Europe in 
the gunpowder technology.

� The model reveals when military spending by both rulers 
will be large. This will be essential for advances in 
military technology. 

� War alone is not enough to guarantee a heavy spending 
on the military. Both rulers need to face low political 
costs of summoning resources.



The Tournament Model: implications

� Total military spending (Z = z1 + z2) = P/C, where C = c1 + c2 is the 
total cost of mobilising resources.

� In order to get a big military spending, all we need is:

P / C
� Thus, total political cost (C) needs to be tiny.

� In case of war, the ratio of mobilised resources (z1/ z2) is the 
inverse of the ratio of political costs (c2 /c1).

This implications will explain why, for example, South 
Asia eventually lagged behind Europe in developing the 

gunpowder technology (and expanding overseas).



The Tournament Model: doubts

� The model simplifies reality.
¡ We assume that rulers play the game only once.
¡ Rulers might change their behavior. 
¡ What if there are more than two rulers?
¡ What if they form alliances?
¡ The model rules out more complex patterns of arming 

and fighting.
¡ The value of the prize or the fixed cost are assumed 

constant, but they can vary.
¡ Rulers could waste resources. 



How does the model explain improvements in 
military technology?

� The technology used will be determined by 
competition (a ruler’s opponents).

� Before the 19th century, most of advances in military 
technology were an outcome of learning by doing. 
Some of them came from the civilian economy.

� Some advances derived from conscious research, but 
only after 1800.



Artillery: cannons 



Learning by doing in the 
military technology implied 

a reduction in prices.



Spanish Tercios
Augusto Ferrer-Dalmau

In the 16th century French and English
commanders learned the Spanish infantry
training, discipline and cohesion. They
adopted the same organization as that of the
Spanish Tercios.



� Each unit of mobilised resources in the war (z) gives a ruler an independent 
chance at a random military innovation (x).

� That military innovation is a cumulative distribution function FZ (x), whose 
interval goes between 0 and a maximum number that can be drawn (a).

� If there is no war, there is no spending or learning, therefore rulers get no 
innovations, a = 0.

In case of war, innovation is a non-intentional 
by-product. 

In case of peace, innovation can also be an 
intentional outcome. The key is technological rivalry

How does the model explain improvements in 
military technology?



How do military innovations 
affect future technology?

We need to play a bit more with this model:
� Now we assume that successive pairs of rulers from the 

same two countries will play the game once again (next 
round is t+1).

� We also assume that they face no obstacles to adopting 
the best military innovations from the previous round 
(xt).

� In this case, the best innovation (xt) will give a 
percentage increase in the effectiveness of the military 
resources that the rulers mobilise in t+1.  



Positive implications on military innovation

� A new technology has big potential for improvement, whereas 
an old one will cease innovation.

� A ruler who has to distribute his expenditure between an old 
and a new technology will have fewer incentives to advance 
the new technology than if it had been the target of his or her 
entire spending.

� More knowledge will make military resources more effective. 
Technology remains “young” as long as knowledge continues 
to grow.

� Innovation will have the same impact as a lower cost of 
mobilizing resources.



Positive implications on military innovation

Hernán Cortés, after breaking down his vessels, by Ferrer Dalmau

A rival with a more advanced technology will be eager to face a 
ruler who controls enormous forces (e.g. Castile vs. Aztec Empire)



Negative implications on military innovation 

� Distance would have made getting the military 
innovations harder and more costly.

� In past societies, the lack of proximity and similarity 
of nations, as well as the existence of strong border 
effects on trade, increased the costs of getting a 
military innovation from abroad. 

What happens on this scenario?



Negative implications on military innovation 

� The rulers confronted by distance barriers or border 
effects will innovate less than those who will do so 
without any hindrance. They will simply learn less.

� As long as the obstacles for getting military 
innovations persist, the leadership of a ruler 
confronting such barriers will decrease. The 
leadership won’t disappear overnight though. 



Hoffman’s essential conditions 
for advancing the military technology…

1. There must be frequent war.

2. Rulers must also lavish huge sums on war.

3. Rulers must use the (most advanced) military 
technology heavily.

4. Rulers also must face few obstacles to adopting 
military innovations.



Did the four conditions hold in Western Europe?

1. There must be frequent war.

� Western European powers didn’t stop fighting 
against one another in the Modern Age. 

� These powers pursued the military prize. 
� Fixed costs of war were relatively low.

� The countries’ size was similar.



Did the four conditions hold in Western Europe?

2. Rulers must lavish huge sums on 
war.

Annual per capita taxation in China, England and 
France, 1578 and 1776 (silver grams)1578 1776

China Total 6.09 8.08
China Under central gov.

control
3.56 7.03

England Under central gov.
control

10.47 180.06

France Under central gov.
control

16.65 61.11

Source: Hoffman (2015)



Did the four conditions hold in Western Europe?

2. Rulers must lavish huge sums on 
war.

� A heavy taxation in the 16th to 19th centuries shows 
that European rulers faced lower variable costs of 

assembling resources than some other powers of the 
time (e.g. Ottoman empire, China).



Did the four conditions hold in Western Europe?

3. Rulers must use the (most advanced) 
military technology heavily.

� European rulers relied almost exclusively on the 
gunpowder technology. 



Did the four conditions hold in Western Europe?

4. Rulers must face few obstacles to 
adopting military innovations.

� Embargoes could not stop the diffusion of the 
latest weapons, skills, and tactical innovations. 

� Markets in western Europe helped spread the 
latest advances.

� New technologies implied whole teams of skilled 
workers.



Charles V, Holy Roman-German emperor and 
king of Spain (as Charles I), by Tiziano. Prado 
Museum, Madrid.

Francis I, king of France, 
by Jean Clouet. Louvre 
Museum, Paris.

The ban on the sales of firearms by the Holy
Roman Emperor wasn’t effective and the
firearms could be imported to one of the
emperor’s enemies, the king of France.



Philip II of Spain,
by Anguissola, 1573.
Prado Museum, Madrid.

Philip II of Spain was able 
to recruit talented 
military architects from 
its dominions in Italy, 
and skilled gunners from 
Flanders, France, and 
Germany. 



Castillo de San Marcos, St. Augustine, Florida (17th century)

Source: visitstaugustine.com

The oldest masonry fort in the continental United 
States. Invaders were never able to take it.



Does the historical record agree?

Source: 
Hoffman 

(2015)

Military Labor Productivity in the French Army. Rate of Successful Fire



Does the historical record agree?

An eventual reduction in the relative 
price of pistols is another sign of the 
increasing productivity.



Military technology to conquer
other parts of the world

Discovery of the Grand Canyon (1540) 
Ferrer Dalmau



Next lectures

� Hughes & Cain (2011), American Economic History, 
Chapters 1 and 2.

� Acemoglu, D., Johnson, S. and Robinson (2001), J. The 
Colonial Origins of Comparative Development: An 
Empirical Investigation. American Economic Review.



E C O N O M I C  H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  U S
D A V I D  G O N Z Á L E Z  A G U D O

British colonization of the US



Required readings

� Hughes & Cain (2011), American Economic History, 
Chapters 1 and 2.



First stable settlement 
in the USA, 1565



England overseas

� Motivated by the Spanish discoveries of precious metals 
in America, English merchants began a search for 
potentially profitable investments in the late 16th century.

� They still had a hope of finding a northwest passage to 
the Orient.

� England was ell endowed with both labor and capital, but 
had relatively smaller amounts of natural resources. 
North America was well endowed with natural resources.

� Demand for agricultural goods was increasing in 
England. 



England overseas

� Initially, high costs derived from risks and 
uncertainties discouraged migration and the 
development of colonial agriculture.

� As the British demand increased, agricultural costs 
in the country started to rise. 

� The cost of colonial agriculture started to decrease. 



The early British settlements

� The initial British settlements in North America have 
been seen as enclave activities.

� Settlements were detached from the surrounding 
economy. They just extracted or processed part of the 
existing products in the local environment.

� Most of supplies and technical labor were imported from 
the home country.

� Unlike other European colonial powers, the English 
settlers made their decisions independently of the 
native’s wishes.



Joint-stock companies

� The first colonies were financed by individuals via joint-
stock companies. 

� They were a form of partnership between the Crown and 
a private company through which the latter assumed the 
risks of exploration and colonisation in exchange for 
some rights and privileges.

� They were motivated by trade, resources exploitation, 
private capital, and initiative.

� They were issued via royal charter.



Join-stock companies

Hudson’s Bay Company
1670

Virginia Company
1606



How did early British colonies survived?

� The establishment implied a substantial capital outlay.

� Additional (yearly) expenditures were needed for its 
maintenance (supplies), as well as to function as a 
trading port with the mainland.

� Exploitation of resources was needed.

� Since they didn’t rely on the native population, they 
concentrated in enclosed and defensive settlements 
(towns), where European life was replicated.



The British settlement strategy in America 
differed from that of other European powers

Source: Mann (2011)



The British settlement strategy in America 
differed from that of other European powers

Source: cvc.cervantes.es

Marriage between the Chili’s governor and an Inka princess



It wasn’t all about trade

� Of course, politics also mattered.

� The English colonies in the Atlantic coast were a base 
for attacks on existing Spanish territories and their 
ships that carried precious metals.

� Mercantilist influence. They wanted to reduce their 
dependence on other European countries in terms of 
agricultural imports (Mediterranean products).



First English permanent settlement
Jamestown, 1607

� Settlement in Jamestown.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4WUorp-PUYg


Short recap

� British colonization of the North East coast of America 
responded to commercial, political and ideological 
reasons, all linked to mercantilism.

� The early British settlements in North America have been 
compared to modern enclave activities.

� Settlements were detached from the surrounding 
economy. They just extracted or processed part of the 
existing products in the local environment.

� Joint-stock companies.



The people: who came?

� Free Population.

� Indentured servants.

� German redemptioners.

� Convicts.

� African slaves.



Indentured servants and redemptioners



Source: theglasgowstory.com



Convicts

In the 17th to 18th centuries, prisoners and convicts were sent from Britain to 
the British North American Colonies (after the North American 
independence, they were sent to Australia).

They had the option to live on condition they transported 
themselves out of England. The favourite destination was 
the tobacco-growing areas, especially Maryland, Virginia 

and the Carolinas. 

The labor service of the convicts used to be auctioned off in the markets. 



Slaves

Source: Bardo National Museum, Tunisia.

Since Antiquity, slavery was a relatively common condition.



Slaves



The Middle PassageAfrican slaves to America

American raw materials 

back to Europe
Goods from 
Europe to 
Africa

The Middle Passage



Slave origins

Source: Thornton (1996)

• Most of African slaves who 
populated the English colonies 
of North America and the 
Caribbean came from a region 
designated as Atlantic Africa.

• The number of people exported 
had grown steadily from 1500 to 
around 1620. Then, it expanded 
rapidly in the second half of the 
17th century. 

• The peaks were reached in the 
second half of the 18th century, 
before abolition campaigns. 





African enslavement

� The majority of slaves who were transported 
to North America had been previously 
enslaved by Africans in Africa. There were 
different mechanisms to do so: 
¡Judicial enslavement: “passing salt water”
¡Military enslavement 
¡Kidnapping
¡Private raiding



Source: britannica.com



Video: Britain’s legacy of slavery 

� Britain's legacy of slavery

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQFL-5xf55c


Conquered land: property rights

� Conquered land was considered by Europeans as a 
legitimate transfer of ownership to Christians.

� Prevalence of the right of discovery and feudalism.

� All conquered lands belonged to the Crown. The king 
was the owner and donor.

� Few property rights for native people. Most of them 
were driven off or killed. 



How could land be acquired?

1. Ownership shares. Land rights were assigned on 
a per-share basis.

2. Head-right grants. ≈ 50 acres of land per settler.
3. Purchase from colonial governments. Land 

disposal for cash.
4. Preemption. Prior right to land. Motivated by 

increasing squatters.
5. Special-purpose grants. The colonial 

authorities used to grant lands for certain purposes 
(e.g. to encourage settlement or industry).



North American view on land ownership

� Mariana’s ideas on the “natural rights” of humans 
exerted influence on the English philosophers and 
the English laws.

� Private property ≈ Personal freedom.

� A relative freedom of land tenure. 

� This relationship would become a powerful tradition 
in the North American economic history.  



Where did the British 
colonist live?

• Relevance of break-in-
transports.

• Closeness to the coast.

• Surrounding  hinterlands 
dominated by primary 
activities.

• A favourable geography.



United States Census of 1790.
Source: census.gov

The first USA census

• Only 5% of the total 
population lived in 
towns or cities.

• Only 24 towns and cities 
had a population in 
excess of 2,500.



Regional specialization

� North American settlements, initially focused on 
primary production, soon became centers of 
manufacturing.

� Specialization in different activities of the colonial 
trade led to an “urban” concentration of artisans, 
craftsmen, shop and forge workers.

� This explains why the later Industrial Revolution was 
mainly an “urban” phenomenon in the US.



Regional specialization

� Ricardo’s comparative advantage provided the 
basis for trade between the mother country and its 
colonies. 

� Gradually, the colonists learned what to produce 
profitably.

� This gave way to a regional specialization 
(South/Middle colonies/New England).



Specialization  determined colonial trade flows



Next lecture

� Acemoglu, D. et al. (2001), “The Colonial 
Origins of Comparative Development: an 
Empirical Investigation”, The American 
Economic Review, v. 91, n. 5, pp. 1369-1401.



The Colonial Origins
of Comparative Development

E C O N O M I C  H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  U S
D A V I D  G O N Z Á L E Z  A G U D O



Bibliography

� Acemoglu, D. et al. (2001), “The Colonial 
Origins of Comparative Development: an 
Empirical Investigation”, The American 
Economic Review, v. 91, n. 5, pp. 1369-1401.



A few explanations as to why 
some countries are increasingly richer than others

Technology Growth
Geography / Climate

Culture
Colonization

Slavery
Trade / Globalization



How can we define institutions

Take out a piece of paper, and write down an example 
of an economic institution.



How do economists define “institutions”?

The humanly devised constraints that shape human
interaction (...) they structure incentives in human
exchange, whether political, social or economic.

Douglass North (1973)



How do economists define “good institutions”?

Some ways of organizing societies that encourage
people to innovate, to take risks, to save for the
future, to find better ways of doing things, to learn
and educate themselves. Some solve problems of
collective action and provide public goods. Others do
not.

Acemoglu, Johnston and Robinson (2004)



How do economists define “good institutions”?

The rules of the game for economic life. Economic 
history traces the efficiency characteristics of 
institutions. 

Persson (2010)



There are two types of institutions

� Economic institutions:
¡ property rights, contract enforcement etc.
¡ shape economic incentives, contracting possibilities, 

distribution of resources.

� Political institutions:
¡ form of governments, constraints on politicians and elites, 

separation of powers, etc.
¡ shapes political incentives and distribution of political power.



Formal / Informal Institutions

� Formal institutions: codified rules (e.g. those in 
the Constitution).

� Informal institutions: related to how formal 
institutions are used, to distribution of power and 
social norms.



Bibliography

� Acemoglu, D., Johnson, S. and Robinson (2001), J. 
“The Colonial Origins of Comparative Development: 
An Empirical Investigation”. American Economic 
Review.



The divergent paths of economic performance

� Countries colonized by Europeans have performed 
very differently:
¡ The “neo-Europes” – Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the U.S. 

- currently enjoy the highest levels of income per capita in the 
world.

¡ Parts of Western Africa and Asia are among the most 
undeveloped regions.

� What determines differential economic 
performance?
¡ Geography? Culture?
¡ AJR’s unequivocal answer: institutions.



The key variables in Acemoglu et al.

� How do we measure institutional quality?
� The security of property rights is considered one of 

the best indicators of institutional quality.
� Political Risk Services, a private firm, constructs a 

measure of protection against expropriation for each 
country. High values denote good institutions.

� Economic performance is measured as GDP per 
capita.

� Is AJR’s measure of institutions adequate? Let’s 
compare it to other measures.



Alternative measures of institutions: 
GDP and protection against expropriation

Source: Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson. Institutions as the Fundamental Cause of Long Run Growth.



Alternative measures of institutions: 
“GDP and the rule of law”

� A popular variable used in institutional studies is 
the “rule of law” index. www.worldjusticeproject.org

� This variable tries to reflect the respect for the rule 
of law in a particular country.

� It is also a subjective measure.

� It also displays a strong positive correlation with 
GDP per capita.

http://www.worldjusticeproject.org


Source: Rodrik, Subramanian and Trebbi. Institutions Rule.

Alternative measures of institutions: 
“GDP and the rule of law”



Alternative measures of institutions: 
“GDP and the rule of law”



Alternative measures of institutions: 
The cost of doing business

� An important measure of the institutional environment is 
how costly it is to transact. After all, good institutions are 
those that reduce transaction costs.

� Djankov et al (2002) constructed a database capturing 
several key dimensions of the business environment. 
¡ Number of steps it takes to legally incorporate a business.
¡ Time it takes to legally incorporate a business.
¡ Cost of legally incorporating a business.

� All of these are highly correlated with GDP. Let’s look at 
the cost of incorporating a business (expressed as a 
percentage of GDP per capita).



GDP and costs of incorporation

Source: Djankov et al. The Regulation of Entry.
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Alternative measures of institutions: 
Index of economic freedom



The problem

� It is true that countries with good institutions enjoy 
high incomes per capita.

� But can we assert that good institutions cause high 
incomes?

� It is just as possible that rich countries are those that 
can afford good institutions.

� It is possible for causality to run both ways. This is 
called an endogeneity problem.

� Solving endogeneity problems requires some 
detective work, good smarts, and a bit of 
econometrics. Let’s take a look.



Instrumental variables

� Suppose we want to estimate the effect of X on 
Y. We know there is an effect of X on Y, but it is 
also possible that Y has an effect of X as well.

� A solution to this problem is to find an 
instrumental variable. This is a variable 
that is correlated with X, but uncorrelated with 
Y except through its effect on X. Let’s call it Z.



Instrumental variables

� Our problem is that, when X and Y change 
simultaneously, we don’t know who’s affecting who.

� The solution is to focus on changes in Z.
� Whenever we observe a change in Z, we know that 

we will have a corresponding change in X that has 
not been caused by Y.

� We can then look at the changes in Y that happen 
after a change in Z.

� These changes will not suffer from reverse causality 
– we know X will have changed because of Z, and not 
because of Y.



An example: racial riots in the 1960s

Photo: time.com



An example: racial riots in the US

� In the 1960s, several US cities experienced racial riots.
� In those same cities, African Americans have below-

average incomes today.
� Did racial rioting cause poverty? Or perhaps poorer than 

average African Americans were more likely to riot?
� After the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr., there 

were widespread riots throughout the US. They all 
happened in a very short period. We can use them as a 
“natural experiment”.

� Robert Margo and William Collins have estimated the 
effect of rioting on future African American economic 
outcomes using the weather as an instrumental variable.



The weather as an instrumental variable

� If the weather is really bad (say it’s pouring rain, or bitterly 
cold), people are less likely to riot.

� Hence the weather on the day after the assassination was 
correlated with rioting.

� However, the weather on that particular day is uncorrelated 
with the economic opportunities of African Americans (except 
through its effect on rioting).

� Margo and Collins first estimate the effect of the weather on 
rioting (first stage).

� Then they estimate the effect of rioting associated with 
weather variation on the economic outcomes of African 
Americans.

� They find that rioting had negative effects on their economic 
outcomes. 



An instrumental variable for institutions

� Institutions have an effect on economic performance, but 
economic performance has an effect on institutions as 
well.

� What can be a good instrumental variable for 
institutions?
¡ It must be correlated with the quality of modern institutions.
¡ But it must not have a direct effect on economic performance today.

� AJR argue that the mortality experienced by settlers in 
former colonies satisfies these requirements.

� The data on early settler mortality come from the 
experiences of the missionaries, soldiers and traders that 
first explored the new territories.



Settler mortality

� Early settler mortality has no direct effect on current 
economic performance, and it is not affected by it or by 
current institutions.

� Settler mortality has an indirect effect on current 
economic performance through institutions.
¡ Europeans settled in places with low mortality, transplanting their 

legal systems.

¡ In places with high mortality, they set up extractive institutions.

� The colonial institutions persisted, affecting current 
economic performance.
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WHA??



Is settler mortality a good instrument?

� The basic assumption is that the mortality rates of 
Europeans centuries ago have no effect on current 
income per capita.

� A high disease environment centuries ago is likely 
correlated with a high disease environment today. 

� High incidence of disease can result in lower economic 
performance. AJR think this is not the case.

� The biggest killers in former colonies were malaria and 
yellow fever.

� The local population has varying degrees of immunity to 
these diseases. The colonizers had none.

� Local troops serving in British colonies had lower 
mortality rates than British troops stationed in Britain.



Might there be an omitted variable?

� Other factors could be correlated with both settler 
mortality and income per capita.
¡ Religion.
¡ Identity of the colonizer.
¡ Legal origin.
¡ Climate.
¡ Geography.
¡ Natural resources.
¡ Soil.
¡ Ethnolinguistic fractionalization.

� AJR include all of these in the analysis.



What about institutional persistence?

� Settler mortality was correlated with bad institutions 100 or more 
years ago. Does this mean that these countries must still have bad 
institutions today?

� Essentially, yes. Institutions are highly persistent.

� Setting up and changing institutions is costly. Original institutions, 
even if bad, may persist because changing them is too expensive.

� The ruling elite benefits from existing institutions. Bad institutions 
may persist because the dominant political class does not want to 
change them.

� Investments are complementary to existing institutions. Human 
and physical capital investments may have been made taking 
institutions into account. Changing them would result in large 
losses.



Estimation framework

� Economic performance depends on current 
institutions and a vector of covariates.

� Current institutions depend on early institutions.

� Early institutions depend on the density of European 
settlements.

� The density of European settlements depends on 
potential settler mortality.

€ 

Si = λS + βS log Mi + $ X iγ S + ν Si
€ 

Ci = λC + βC Si + $ X iγC + νCi

€ 

Ri = λR + βRCi + $ X iγR + νRi

€ 

log yi = µ +αRi + # X iγ + εi



How big are the effects?

� To estimate the effect of institutions on economic 
growth, AJR use an econometric technique.

� First, estimate the impact of settler mortality on 
modern institutions (the effect of Z on X). This is 
panel B in the next slide.

� Then, estimate the impact of institutions on 
economic growth, using only the institutional 
variation induced by settler mortality (the effect of X 
on Y, without the effect of Y on X). This is panel A in 
the next slide.



PANEL A

PANEL B



Results

� By itself, settler mortality explains 27% of the differences 
in modern institutions.

� Institutions remain consistently significant in the log 
GDP regressions, indicating that the causality runs in the 
predicted direction.

� Robustness checks find no evidence that mortality rates 
have a direct effect on current income per capita, either 
directly or working through another variable.

� Institutions remain significant and important even after 
including a large number of possible determinants of 
economic growth. 



Conclusions

� Institutions and economic growth are strongly correlated.

� Endogeneity problem: do good institutions cause growth, or does 
growth bring about good institutions?

� Solving the endogeneity problem requires an instrumental variable –
something correlated with institutions but not with growth.

� Settler mortality determined which institutions were implemented in 
early European colonies, but does not correlated with growth today.

� Countries that had high settler mortality received poor institutions; 
those institutions have persisted to the present day, and slow down 
growth.



Next lecture

� Engerman, S. & Sokoloff, K. (2002), “Factor 
endowments, inequality, and paths of development 
among New World economies”, Economia, v. 3, n. 1, 
pp. 44-88.



Do Geography and Institutions 
Mix?

E C O N O M I C  H I S TO RY  O F  T H E  U S
D AV I D  G O N Z Á L E Z  A G U D O



Acemoglu et al.’s paper recap

� Institutions and economic growth are strongly correlated.

� Endogeneity problem: do good institutions cause growth, or does 
growth bring about good institutions?

� Solving the endogeneity problem requires an instrumental variable –
something correlated with institutions but not with growth.

� Settler mortality determined which institutions were implemented in 
early European colonies, but does not correlated with growth today.

� Countries that had high settler mortality received poor institutions; 
those institutions have persisted to the present day, and slow down 
growth.



Required reading

� Engerman, S. & Sokoloff, K. (2002), “Factor 
endowments, inequality, and paths of development 
among New World economies”, Economia, v. 3, n. 1, 
pp. 44-88.



A few explanations as to why 
some countries are increasingly richer than others

Technology Growth
Geography / Climate

Culture
Institutions
Colonization

Slavery
Trade / Globalization

Inequality



Our tools so far

� We know that income per capita across countries has 
diverged dramatically since the Industrial Revolution.

� Income inequality is much higher in poor countries than 
in industrialized ones.

� We’ve explored the role of institutions in shaping the 
economic performance.

� In the complex world of socio-economic phenomena, 
single-cause explanations are unlikely to be right. How 
exactly do institutions, geography, and inequality 
interact?



The influence of geography 
on economic performance

� Some scholars have focused on the direct
effects of geography (climate, disease
environment, soil quality, etc.).

� Some others highlight the indirect effects
of geography through its influence on
institutions.



Some direct geographic explanations

� “Drunkenness is a common vice amongst all those 
who live in the tropics, the negroes, for example, on 
the coast of Guinea”. 

Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations.

� Jeffrey Sachs argued that lower productivity in the 
tropics is explained by the disease environment 
(malaria, yellow fever, etc.) and the unforgiving 
working conditions during the peak hours of the day.



Indirect explanations: the role of institutions

Geographic factors

Institutions

Economic performance

How does this work?



Controlling for institutions

� Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson have argued that
geographic determinants of economic growth do not
survive controlling for institutions.
¡ That is, once we add an institutional variable to the analysis, the

geographical variable loses explanatory power.

� But the determinant of initial institutions in their
analysis – settler mortality rates – is geographic in
nature.
¡ Diseases endemic to the tropics increased settler mortality.

� Are institutions themselves determined by geography?



Method and experiment

� Method: Instrumental variables (Acemoglu et
al). To use geographic or historical variables as
instruments for contemporary measures of the
quality of institutions. Then, to estimate the
relationship between the factors of institutional
quality and current economic performance.

� Experiment: North America vs. South
America. How is it possible that North America,
with worse geographic conditions, became richer
than South America?



Old theories and new evidences 
that inspired this paper

� Some scholars credited the success of the North
American economies (USA, Canada) to the
superiority of the English institutional tradition or a
better fit between protestantism and market
institutions.

� Engerman and Sokoloff’s evidence on the British ex-
colonies is inconsistent with that. Only a few were
able to reach sustained economic growth by the late
19th century.



Old theories and new evidences 
that inspired this paper

� The majority that failed shared relevant features with
neighbouring societies of different institutional
heritages.

� Inspired by the new evidence on the ex-British
colonies, Engerman and Sokoloff develop an
alternative explanation on the economic success of
the USA and Canada.

� The key: differences in factor endowments
that determined inequality levels.



The Engerman-Sokoloff hypothesis

Climate and factor endowments determine the optimal 
economic activity.

Colonizers selected the institutions that could better 
support that activity.

Initial institutions were strengthened by the elites who 
benefited from them.

Over the long run, these institutions determined the 
different growth paths of countries.

Key intermediating factor: income inequality.



Early European settlement in the Americas

� Carried out mainly by Spain and Portugal since the late 
15th century-early 16th century. Small French and British 
settlements in the Caribbean.

� Focused on tropical territories.
¡ High native population density.
¡ Highly productive land.
¡ Mineral resources.

� Dedicated to:
¡ the extraction of mineral resources (Bolivia, Peru, Mexico).
¡ the production of tropical crops (sugar, tobacco, coffee).

� Both types of activity were well suited to large scale 
operations employing forced labor.



Colonization of New England and Canada

� Occurred later (since 17th century), after the most 
desirable territories were taken.

� The climate was more inhospitable. Especially hard 
winters.

� Much more sparsely populated – no large resource 
deposits to exploit, and no local population.

� Best suited to small, individual farms.
¡ The French established a seigneurial system in Quebec.
¡ Assigned small lots to tenants. Because the lots were just large 

enough to support a family, they were not subdivided.
¡ In 1854 the seigneurial system was abolished, and the property of the 

lots was assigned to the tenants.











Three types of economic systems

� Plantation economies: West Indies + Brazil.
¡ Soils and climates well suited to the production of cash crops.
¡ Population dominated by imported slaves.
¡ High inequality, even among the free population.

� Mexico and Peru.
¡ Large mineral resources.
¡ Large native population that survived colonization.
¡ High inequality.

� North American mainland.
¡ Not suited to cash crops.
¡ No large native population.
¡ Land abundance fostered independent holdings.



Labor supply

� Europeans reacted to the high marginal productivity of
labor by using the local populations.

� Where the local populations died off, or where they were
too sparse, they resorted to importing African slaves.

� Slavery remained profitable throughout its existence.
Slave imports reached their peaked just before abolition.

� Over 60% of all migrants to the New World between 1500
and 1760 were slaves.
¡ Over 90% for migrants to the French and Dutch colonies.



Estimates of slave trade 1500-1875

Embarked slaves
Source: slavevoyages.org/assessment/estimates



The false story of genocide 
in Spanish America

In 2014, the author himself 
recognized that:

“(…) he wouldn’t be capable 
of reading this book again and 
that he had lacked the 
necessary development to write 
a book on political economy at 
that stage”.

“Hugo Chavez's gift to Obama is a 
Latin leftist's bible”

Los Angeles Times, April 21, 2009



Photo: The Guardian



The evidence



Spanish Laws of the Indies

� Laws of Burgos, 1512

� The New Laws, 1542

� The Valladolid Debate (1550-1551). 
First moral debate in European history to 
discuss the rights and treatment of a colonized 
people by colonizers. “The dawn of human 
rights”

� Charles I Laws, 1552

� Ordinances concerning discoveries, 1573

� Compilation of the Laws, 1680



Three types of economic systems

� Plantation economies: West Indies + Brazil.
¡ Soils and climates well suited to the production of cash crops.
¡ Population dominated by imported slaves.
¡ High inequality, even among the free population.

� Mexico and Peru.
¡ Large mineral resources.
¡ Large native population that survived colonization.
¡ High inequality.

� North American mainland.
¡ Not suited to cash crops.
¡ No large native population.
¡ Land abundance fostered independent holdings.



Differential migration patterns

� Migration to Portuguese, British and French colonies 
increased continuously throughout the 17th and 18th

centuries.

� Migration to Spanish America decelerated, and 
eventually stagnated.

� This was the result of restrictive immigration policies in 
the Spanish viceroyalties.

� Within the British colonies there were also distinctive 
patterns.
¡ Tropical and slave-holding areas had the largest migration rates.
¡ New England had negative net migration.





Composition of the population

� Europeans were a minority almost everywhere.
¡ In the colonies with large migratory inflows, African slaves 

made up the majority of the population.
¡ In the Spanish viceroyalties, the restrictions on immigration 

and the laws of the Indies resulted in a majority of native and 
mestizo populations.

� The exceptions were New England and Canada.
¡ Although migration was relatively small, native population 

seemed to be also small.
¡ Within a few decades, the population became dominated by 

the migrant groups – essentially European whites.



European migration

� Europeans migrated to colonies where economic 
opportunities were most promising.

� This meant the plantation economies. Wealth in New 
England and Canada lagged behind the rest of the New 
World.
¡ Incomes did not attain parity until at least 1700.

� In direct contrast to the AJR hypothesis, the disease 
environment did not seem to deter ever growing 
numbers of Europeans from migrating.
¡ Rural Europeans also migrated to large cities, like London, which 

had very high mortality rates.



The North American colonies had not distinguished
themselves among New World societies in terms of economic
performance by the late 18th century



Inequality

� The plantation colonies had the highest degree of 
inequality.
¡ Very small European elite.
¡ Up to 90% of the population composed by slaves.

� The Spanish colonies followed.
¡ Restrictive migration kept European elites small.
¡ Reversed only in the 20th century with large European migration.

� New England and Canada were the most equal, with 
liberal land distribution policies making most 
immigrants independent proprietors.

� In between categories: Southern US, Argentina.



Culture and religion to blame?

� Natural experiment: Puritans went both to 
Massachusetts Bay and to Providence Island (Central 
America).

� The Puritans who went to Central America soon 
shunned manual labor, becoming holders of slaves 
and indentured servants.



The role of institutions

� Institutions tend to perpetuate the distribution of 
income.

� Highly unequal societies are dominated by an elite that 
seeks to maintain its position.
¡ Legal frameworks confer gross advantages to the elite.
¡ Opportunities are closed to all other members of the society.
¡ Immigration policy plays a key role. Spanish territories maintained 

inequality by keeping outsiders from immigrating.
� More equal societies are characterized by the inability of 

any one group to become overwhelmingly dominant.
¡ Opportunities remain relatively open to all groups.
¡ Socioeconomic mobility is possible.
¡ Newcomers contribute labor, resources and ideas.



Land policy

� The Homestead Act (1862 – US) and Dominion 
Lands Act (1872 – Canada) allocated land to anyone 
willing to live on it and improve it for a few years.

� Argentina and Brazil had similar laws on the books, 
but in practice allocated enormous holdings to 
relatively few members of the elite.

� In Mexico, the relatively few productive land was 
progressively concentrated on the hands of the elite.



Land policy: information and advertising







Extension of the franchise

� All societies restricted the vote to adult males until 
the 20th century.

� The US and Canada eliminated wealth requirements 
early on (1850 and 1867).

� The US also eliminated literacy requirements in 1850 
(later reinstituted, together with race requirements).

� Most Latin American countries did not extend the 
franchise to a similar extent until well into the 
twentieth century.

� Similar results are observed for the introduction of 
secret ballots, and for electoral turnout.



Schooling and Literacy

� By 1850, every northern state in the US had laws 
requiring municipalities to provide free primary 
schooling.

� Canada lagged in establishing tax-supported schools, but 
still had very high literacy rates.

� The British Colonial Office did not begin to establish 
primary schools elsewhere until 1870, at the same time 
as Argentina. Literacy rates lagged 75 years behind the 
US.

� Latin America only invested in universal primary 
schooling at the turn of the 20th century, as a means to 
attract European migrants.





Financial systems

� In the US and Canada, widespread landholding 
supplied the collateral needed to access credit.

� Farmers had access to a vast network of community 
banks.

� Proto-central banks (First and Second Bank of the 
United States, Bank of Montreal in Canada) never 
attained a position of dominance.

� In the rest of the Americas, banks were heavily 
concentrated, and functioned as a reserve for the 
elites.



Evidence seems consistent with Engerman and 
Sokoloff’s hypothesis

Initial inequality in a society affected the 
evolution of significant economic institutions. 

Engerman and Sokoloff demonstrate that their 
hypothesis is consistent with the development of 

policies and institutions linked to immigration, public 
lands, franchise, schooling, and finance over time 

across the Americas.

Yet, further study is needed.



Inequality and industrialization

Two opposed points of view:

� Inequality favors industrialization.
¡ Capital formation needs savings, and only the rich save.

� Equality favors industrialization.
¡ Development of extensive market networks.
¡ Human capital accumulation.
¡ Inventive activity.

� The Engerman-Sokoloff evidence clearly favors the latter 
view.



Wrap up

� Factor endowments determined initial wealth
distribution.
¡ High inequality in highly productive or resource rich colonies.
¡ Low inequality in sparsely populated, resource poor colonies.

� Wealth distribution determined initial institutions.
¡ Unequal societies adopted institutions that perpetuated and

deepened inequality.
¡ Immigration policy, land ownership, extension of the franchise,

education.

� Inequality resulted in delayed economic development.



Next lecture

� Hughes & Cain’s book, chapter 4 (Gaining 
independence), pp. 64-82.



The quest for Independence

ECONOMIC  H ISTORY OF  THE  US
DAV ID  GONZÁLEZ  AGUDO



Required reading

� Hughes & Cain (2001), American Economic History, 
chapter 4. 



Western expansion

� By the mid-18th

century, Virginians 
became interested in 
their trans-
Appalachian lands.

� Establishment of Ohio 
Company (1747). 

� Westward expansion 
wasn’t easy, though.

Nationalgeographic.org



Useful Historical Detail

� Britain was a mighty and powerful empire that had 
exercise its military might to take much of the 
colonized world from its European neighbours.

� Before we start, we need to understand a few things 
about the Seven Year War which you can learn by 
watching this video.

� Here is another video, on the American Revolution.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0qbzNHmfW0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlUiSBXQHCw




British Land Policy

� The Royal Proclamation of 1763 intended to assimilate the local catholic 
and French-speaking population.

� This assimilation wasn’t feasible in practice. The French outnumbered the 
British in the new territories.

� A more practical option for the British was maintaining the local French 
customs to gain Quebec’s loyalty.

� This led to a new act, the Quebec Act of 1774, that enlarged the Quebec 
province and included the area west of the 13 colonies. The French were 
allowed to impose their seigneurial system and religion there.

� This was seen as an act of British Authoritarianism by the British settlers in 
the 13 colonies, and was one of the reasons that triggered the American 
War of Independence. 



British Trade Policy: mercantilism

• Navigation Acts (1651 and 1660) provisions: 

1. No commodities originating from the Empire were to be 
shipped in any but British ships, under a British 
captain, with at least ¾ of the crew to be the Crown’s 
subjects.

2. Same provisions held for imported commodities from 
non-British origin. 

3. None but British subjects were permitted to be 
merchants or factors in the colonies. 

4. Only British ships with their ¾ British crews were to 
carry commodities between English ports. 



British mercantilism: penalties and restrictions

� Penalties were provided for violations of such provisions. 

� Certain commodities from the “plantations” could be 
landed only at English ports (sugar, tobacco, cotton, 
indigo, ginger). 

� No goods from foreign countries could be carried into the 
British empire in English ships, except directly from their 
place of origin. 

� Further amendments of these laws continued to impose 
more restrictions to trade, and ended up negatively 
affecting the British colonial producers. 



The end of colonial dependence

� Commercial conflicts between New England and the 
mother country increased as the British trade laws 
became more restrictive circa 1763.

� Also, a new set of fiscal laws introduced by the English in 
the 1760s would be the last straw for the American 
colonists’ patience. 

� On top, the technique of the British rule in North 
America had become out-dated and very bureaucratic. 
This challenged the American colonies assemblies, that 
had reached high levels of self-governance. 



The Intolerable Acts

� The Intolerable Acts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=deU_9QzH5sQ


Independence: pros and cons

� Obstacles for independence:

¡ The pro-independence group was still a minority among the 
colonial population. 

¡ The probability of victory in an armed conflict was very low. 
The colonies lacked a central government, and army and a 
navy, and had few financial support outside England. 

� Advantages:

¡ The colonies were distant enough from England. 



Financing the War

� Hughes & Cain point to five alternative ways of 
finding resources for the war:

1. Reducing non-military expenditures. 
2. Taxing. 
3. Borrowing. 
4. Printing paper money. Continentals: a form of bills 

of credit for specie in anticipation of tax revenues 
used to redeem them.



Continentalscollectors. com 



This explains the origins of the US dollar

Pillars of Hercules

Spanish Peso or 
Piece of Eight, 1737 

US Dollar 
symbol



This explains the origins of the US dollar

Pillars of Hercules 
in Spain’s current coat of arms



Financing the War

� Hughes & Cain point to five alternative ways of 
finding resources for the War:

1. Reducing non-military expenditures. 
2. Taxing. 
3. Borrowing. 
4. Printing paper money. Continentals: a form of bills 

of credit for specie in anticipation of tax revenues 
used to redeem them. This created hyperinflation.

5. Simple confiscation.



Economic effects of the US Revolution

� Issuance of continentals generated hyperinflation.

� Commerce interruptions.

� An increase in import-substitution manufacturing.

� A greater demand increased agricultural and land 
prices. The US farmers nearer the troops benefited 
from the War. 



War’s end

� France and Spain helped the US to gain its independence
from Britain.

� The Treaty of Paris (1783) granted the Americans their
complete independence together with the western lands
they had claimed.

� The British had to return Florida and Menorca to the
Spanish, as well as St. Lucia, Tobago, Senegal, and Goree
to the French.

� The new US government refused to restore lands they
had taken from the British supporters. This would
contribute to a second war with Britain.



How did Britain affect US economic growth?

� This is still an issue among economic historians.

� The purpose of the colonial rulers was the full
employment of the population. Severe labor regulations
were applied to that aim.

� 95% of the colonial population was engaged in primary
(rural) occupations.

� The remainder was involved in urban occupations.



How did Britain affect US economic growth?

� The big shift from rural to urban activities in the North
American colonies took place right after the US
Revolution and coinciding with the British Industrial
Revolution.

� We know that the development path had been in part
constrained by British laws.

� What was the role of the American Revolution? Did it
trigger the economic shift?

� Hughes and Cain hold that even if the War hadn’t
occurred, the British wouldn’t have stopped the
Industrial Revolution in America.



Was belonging to Britain a good deal?

� In their Declaration of Independence, American 
colonists complained about:

� Land settlement
� Population growth 

� Costs and abuses of bureaucracy 
� Restraints of trade 
� Unjust taxation

Was that really true?



Was belonging to Britain a good deal?

� We don’t know, since we lack of evidence on different 
demographic and economic variables. We would also 
need an aggregate calculation of the overall costs and 
benefits of being in the British Empire. 

B = (T + C + E) – (S + A), where

� B: aggregate burden of empire membership.
� T: taxes.
� C: cost of the British yearly restrictions in current prices.
� E: British expenditures on administration and defense.
� S: subsidies, bounties, and drawbacks.
� A: colonists’ expenditures to administer and defend themselves.



Was belonging to Britain a good deal?

� Then, B/GDP would be the net burden in any year.

� Scholars have attempted many calculations.

� Louis Hacker (1935) believed that the War “was fought 
mainly to remove the British economic yoke from the necks 
of the colonists”.

� Hacker’s thesis was challenged thereafter by Lawrence 
Harper (1942). He concluded that despite the restrictions, 
overall, British policies probably helped colonial economic 
growth. 

� The debate was re-opened by Robert Thomas in 1965.



Was belonging to Britain a good deal?

� Literature on the matter shows that, in a strictly 
economic sense, it would paid Americans to be in the 
Empire. 

� According to Harper and Thomas’ calculations, the 
net burden may well have been negative. 

� For instance, Americans had to tax themselves far 
more after the Revolution than the British ever did. 



Next lecture

Hughes & Cain (2011), American Economic History, 
Chapter 5.



E C O N O M I C  H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  U N I T E D  S T A T E S   
D A V I D  G O N Z Á L E Z  A G U D O

Land and Westward Expansion 



Bibliography

� Hughes and Cain (2011), American Economic 
History, Chapter 5 (Westward Expansion).



Main historical facts

� Confederation and Perpetual Union (1781).

� This Confederation was still too weak to be entirely 
effective as a frame of national government.

� A stronger form of central government was needed.
¡ Question: A federal system or a national system?

� This gave way to the new Constitution of 1789 and its 
amendments of 1791 (Bill of Rights).



Common Law vs. Civil Law

� Common Law allows courts to make decisions based 
on “case precedents” which apply to future cases 
(jurisprudence).
¡ Precedent can be overruled by new laws passed by  

government.

� Civil Law evolved from Roman law and is based on a 
written and comprehensive civil code. 
¡ Civil codes are intended to be easy to understand and apply 

and do not depend on courts for interpretation.



Source: worldbank.org



Source: University of Melbourne 



Common Law vs. Civil Law

� America might have separated itself from Britain but 
law makers saw no reason to separate itself  from 
British Law.

� In general, common law is believe to be more 
conducive to economic  growth. We will see an 
example of  this.



Post Revolution Property Rights

� At independence (1776), the US adopted its property 
rights directly from Britain with two significant 
changes in the Constitution:
¡ Primogeniture was abolished.
¡ Property rights were perpetual.

� Ending primogeniture encouraged a more equal 
distribution of  property rights among children.

� Perpetual property rights encouraged the large scale 
investment that would benefit future generations.



Five Characteristics of Land Ownership

1. Ownership by purchase was considered perpetual 
as long as state taxes were paid.

1. The rights of  both buyer and seller were “fixed and 
certain.”

1. Land could descend to heirs from earlier 
generations without first going back to the 
government.



Five Characteristics of Land Ownership

4. Ownership included both surface and subsurface 
resources was complete and resources rights could 
be divided.

4. Rights were completely transferable – by sale or 
trade – and  reserve (mineral) rights had to be 
explicit and were limited.



The Public Domain

� The public domain was an enormous expanse of
community property.

� There is no incentive to invest in communal property.

� Property rights were needed to avoid the free riding
problem and the tragedy of the commons.

� The incentive would be to overuse the common property
as long as private profit exceeded the cost of use.

� Land had to be removed from the hands of the
government and placed into the hands of private
citizens.



How were lands in the West to be assigned?

� The public domain was destined to be cut into 
millions of pieces by private owners. 

� Initial problems:

¡Speculation
¡Squatters
¡Natives

What would the land policy be?



Land Ordinances of 1785/1787

� Jefferson wanted land to be a one time source of 
revenue, removed from national control, and put in the 
hands of individuals for their own use.

� He feared the potential abuse of power by the central 
government.

� Both the 1785 Ordinance and the 1787 Ordinance were 
revisions, and re-adoptions of an ordinance Jefferson’s 
committee proposed in 1784. 



Thomas Jefferson’s main ideas on land

1. Land transfer to individuals should be permanent.
¡ No “free holds”.

2. An 0rderly distribution of scientifically surveyed plots.
3. Populations could turn their lands into independent states

with equal status with the states that made up the original
colonies.

These goals ensured the spread of democracy and limited 
government across the country.



Jefferson did attempt to ban slavery 
in the new lands

There were ten states present. Six voted
unanimously for it, and one was divided; and
seven votes being requisite to decide the
proposition affirmatively, it was lost. The voice of
a single individual of the state which was divided,
or one of those which were of the negative, would
have prevented this abominable crime from
spreading itself over the new country. Thus we see
the fate of millions unborn hanging on the tongue
of one man -- and Heaven was silent in that awful
moment.



Land Redistribution and Institutions

If our institutions are to be preserved, we must
insist upon the policy of small farms, thrifty
villages, compact settlements, free schools, and
equality of political rights, instead of large estates,
slovenly agriculture, wide-scattered settlements,
popular ignorance, and a pampered aristocracy
lording it over the people. This is the
overshadowing question of American politics.

Representative George W. Julian of Indiana 1868



Section: 640 acres



Main features of the 1785 Land Ordinance

� The standard family homestead was 160 acres.

� One section of the township was set aside for the 
public schools and four other sections for 
government uses.

� Originally there was a suggestion that land was set 
aside for churches, but this was defeated. 





The Northwest Ordinance (1787)

� Originally organized as a district with a governor 
and judges appointed by Congress.

� When one of the districts had 5,000 male residents 
of voting age an elected legislature was established 
and a non-voting delegate was sent to Congress.

� When the population reached 60,000 the territory 
became a state on an “equal footing” with the other 
states with representation in the US Congress.



Military reserves

� Veteran soldiers who fought in the war against Britain 
were to be honoured in form of lands. 

� These land grants varied according to the soldiers’ 
military rank.

� Veterans were allowed to put their patents on sale.

� Primogeniture and entailment were abolished. This was 
one of the most significant post-revolutionary legal 
changes favouring women. 



Southwestern lands

� This area was organized in several steps.

� Some of the original states had to renounce to their 
territorial claims in the West in order to create new 
territories under the Northwest Ordinances:
¡ Virginia à Kentucky, 1792.
¡ North Carolina à Tennessee, 1790.
¡ Georgia à Mississippi, 1798.

� There were some exceptions on the Ordinances 
application: e.g. slavery was permitted in Tennessee and 
Georgia.





American Principles

� Of the 50 present states, 31 were organized under the 
principles of the Northwest Ordinance.

� By 1783, the entire territory between the Alleghenies and 
the Mississippi River had principles that:
¡ Guaranteed democratic representation.
¡ Ensured that land could pass into secure private ownership.
¡ Set the foundation for future capitalism.

� Some of these principles had been adopted from Europe 
– good institutions imported into this settler colony.



Territorial Gains

� Louisiana Purchase of 1803 nearly doubled the 
national territory, adding 827,000 square miles. 



Recovered by 
France in 1801



Louisiana purchase, 
1803



Territorial Gains

� Louisiana Purchase of 1803 nearly doubled the 
national territory, adding 827,000 square miles. 

� Florida, 72,000 square miles, was added in 1819. 
Treaty of Adams-Onís.  



1819

Florida



Territorial Gains

� Louisiana Purchase of 1803 nearly doubled the 
national territory, adding 827,000 square miles. 

� Florida, 72,000 square miles, was added in 1819. 

� Texas revolted against Mexico in 1836, became an 
independent nation, and nine years later joined the 
United States, adding another 390,000 square miles.

� In 1846, additional 286,000 square miles (Oregon).
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Territorial Gains

� California, Nevada, and Utah, and parts of Wyoming, 
Colorado, and New Mexico – 529,000 square miles –
came from war with Mexico (Treaty of Guadalupe 
Hidalgo, 1848).

� The Gadsden Purchase from Mexico in 1853 added some 
27,000 square miles.

� Alaska was purchased in 1867 (586,000 square miles) 
from Russia.

� Hawaii (1898) and Puerto Rico (1899) were annexed. 





Territorial Gains

� California, Nevada, and Utah, and parts of Wyoming, 
Colorado, and New Mexico – 529,000 square miles –
came from war with Mexico (Treaty of Guadalupe 
Hidalgo, 1848).

� The Gadsden Purchase from Mexico in 1853 added some 
27,000 square miles.

� Alaska was purchased in 1867 (586,000 square miles) 
from Russia.

� Hawaii (1898) and Puerto Rico (1899) were annexed. 





Territorial Gains

� The land area by the Civil War was 1.9 billion acres 
with over 2/3 being empty and still in the public 
domain. 

� This video shows the expansion of the US territory.

� This animation shows a more detailed expansion.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rwGRheUQMY8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UE9uu9fKSg


Native Lands and Preemption

� Colonial settlers were largely squatters – occupying land 
they did not own and often settling on Native land. 

� The Federal government did not recognize their claims 
and forcibly removed settlers from the land. 

� Preemption entailed giving settlers an opportunity to buy 
the land before that opportunity was offered to others.

� After 1815, native tribes were removed from the land that 
they own by treaty and preemption rights were granted to 
squatters.



Native Lands and Preemption

� In 1862 the Homestead Act granted public land to 
settlers on terms of occupation and improvement only, 
almost a century after the Federal government obtained 
the lands. 

� The distinction over improvement is important here – the 
observation that natives were not “improving” the land 
which justified its removal.

� The Federal government did not like preemption, but they 
liked the native occupation of the lands even less and in a 
time of war homesteaders were a cheap means to 
reclaiming that land. 



The General Land Office (GLO)

� The General Land Office 
(GLO). An independent agency of 
the US’ government responsible for 
public domain lands. 

� It was created in 1812 to take over functions 
previously conducted by the US Department of the 
Treasury.



Source: US 
Government Land 

Office





Some issues on efficiency and justice

� Studies of the GLO and its procedures agree that 
its administration was deficient: 

¡ Its staff was too small, unable to deal with the big 
wave of land demand. 



Source: The Cooper Collection of 
Historical US Documents.



Some issues on efficiency and justice

� Studies on the GLO and its procedures agree that 
its administration was deficient: 

¡ Its staff was too small, unable to deal with the big 
wave of land demand. 

¡Corrupt land officers. They used to speculate or 
sell private information on lands.



Some issues on efficiency and justice

� Distribution of lands became a problem of ethics:

¡ Most of the western land had been taken by force (from the English, the 
Spanish, the Mexicans, and the natives).

¡ Indian Removal Act 1830. The American Indians were forced to remove 
from their lands to west of the Mississippi River. 

� The search for justice and equity would became more 
complex:

¡ E.g. The Congress and the states gave away 10%  of the continental land 
mass (about 190 million acres) to subsidize railroad construction.







Source: Hughes and Cain (2011).



Next lecture

� Hughes and Cain (2011), American 
Economic History, Chapter 7, pp. 132-144.



The Rise of Classical 
American Capitalism

E C O N O M I C  H I S TO RY  O F  T H E  U S
D AV I D  G O N Z Á L E Z  A G U D O



Required reading

� Hughes and Cain (2011), American 
Economic History, Chapter 7, pp. 132-144.



Colonial property rights heritage

� The basic ideas on property rights of the British 
colonial era remained in the new country.

� There had been only small changes relative to the 
pre-Revolution period (e.g. abolition of 
primogeniture and perpetual entailment).

� Common law was responsive to business’s needs.



An example: Ancient Lights

� Common law dictates that a neighbor cannot interfere 
with the enjoyment of  another neighbor’s property.

� Economic growth (commercialization) creates negative  
externalities –smoke, noise, congestion, etc.

� Strict imposition of Ancient Lights would have inhibited 
growth –especially in cities– and so courts did not 
impose these laws for the sake of  economic 
development.

� This is an example of how common law contributed to 
growth and development of early America.



An example: Ancient Lights



Post-Revolutionary innovations 
on property rights

� Power of expropriation. States could seize 
property in the case of non-payment of taxes which 
ensured the state a tax base upon which it could 
borrow.

� This allowed states to develop redistributive policies 
that were useful for economic  growth such as the 
public provision of education.

� The ability to expropriate land when needed is an 
important element of economic growth when not 
abused.



Post-Revolutionary innovations 
on property rights

� Eminent domain law meant that government could 
force the sale of land to the state for:

¡ Transportation (railroads, canals, ports, and highways).
¡ Supply water.
¡ Construct public buildings.
¡ Parks and historic sites (like the battlefield at Gettysburg).

� Market values were paid for these lands. 

(…) nor shall private property be taken for public use, 
without just compensation.



Post-Revolutionary innovations 
on contracts

1. The meeting of wills.  As long as two parties 
freely agree a contract and its terms are known, 
that contract is considered to be valid.

1. Advancing the rule of caveat emptor. Buyers had 
the opportunity to inspect the goods prior to 
purchase. 

2. Contracts for sale and purchase made on the basis 
of current market prices. 



Post-Revolutionary innovations 
on contracts

4. Dangers and risks run by employees were to be 
reflected in the wage.

5. Fellow servant rule. This doctrine reduced the 
amount of money an injured employee could 
recover against an employer if an injury was caused 
solely by the negligence of another worker. 

These changes facilitated free-market 
determination of prices and wages.



Post-Revolutionary innovations 
on businesses

� Privilege of incorporation. The gift of the state to 
collective business ventures. 

� Development of new laws for incorporation was a 
necessity since the US Constitution considered the 
individual person as an agent of economic life.

� Although incorporation was known in colonial times, 
corporations became the most important form of 
business enterprise in the United States. 

� Thousands of special-franchise corporations were 
produced by the state legislatures between 1790 and 
1860. 



Post-Revolutionary innovations: 
The Supreme Court

� The Supreme Court is the US’ highest judicial tribunal. 

� Since the different states had legal systems on their own, 
there was a need for an independent judiciary at national 
level. 

� The Supreme Court was established by the US 
Constitution and began to take shape with the Judiciary 
Act of 1789.

� The court first assembled in 1790. The earliest sessions 
were devoted to organizational proceedings.



Post-Revolutionary innovations: 
The Supreme Court

� The first cases reached the Supreme Court in 1791.

� The Supreme Court rendered relevant decisions and 
established lasting precedents in its first decade of 
existence. 

� There were some initial problems, though:
¡ Limited relevance of the court.
¡ Burdens of the riding circuit.





The Supreme Court and the Commerce Clause

The Congress shall have power (…) to regulate
commerce with nations, and among the

several States, and with the Indian tribes (…).

US Constitution: Article I, Section 8, n. 2 of the enumerated powers.

� In 1824, the Supreme Court intervened in a famous 
case (Gibbons v. Ogden) and overturned a state’s 
grant of a steamboat monopoly. This sentence would 
helped ensure the US’ internal common market.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nm0Z32ZIwwU


The Supreme Court and the Contract Clause

No state shall pass any (…) law impairing the
obligation of contracts (…).

US Constitution: Article I, Sect. 10.

� A couple of early cases on land property (1810 
Fetcher v. Peck, and 1819 Dartmouth College v. 
Woodward,) were used to state that the US 
Revolution did not upset established property
rights. 



Fletcher v. Peck, 1810

• In 1795 Georgia granted 35 million 
acres of land to private speculators at 
a very low price.

• Georgia’s legislature voided the grant 
in 1796.

• In 1800, John Peck acquired part of 
the grant’s land, and sold it to Robert 
Fletcher in 1803. Fletcher sued Peck 
for committing a breach of contract -
the original sale had been declared 
invalid.

• In 1810, the Supreme Court ruled that 
Georgia’s voiding of the grant was 
invalid. It violated the Contract 
Clause.



Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 1819



Charles River BridgeNew Warren Bridge



The Supreme Court and Business Enterprise

� The Supreme Court’s decision on the Charles River 
Bridge v. Warren Bridge case at Boston overturned 
the conception of monopoly in states’ grants.

� This favoured competition in transportation. 

� It could no longer be, as the common law held, that a 
franchise was automatically a grant of exclusive  
right.



The Supreme Court and Commercial Law

� By the time of the British colonization, the practices of 
the Hanseatic League were the commercial rules that 
prevailed in the North American colonies. 

� The Hansa was an organization founded by north 
German towns and merchant communities in the Middle 
Ages to protect their mutual interests in the Baltic Sea 
area.

� The Northern German traders had influence and 
privileges in England since the 12th century.

� By the 13th century, all the Northern German trading 
associations and towns were bound in a single league.



Cities of the Hanseatic League

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvlTLUc-c6E


The Supreme Court and Commercial Law

� After US independence, each state began to apply its 
own commercial rules. This led to some disputes 
between the states. 

� The Supreme Court settled those disputes by 
applying the general principles of Commercial Law, 
mentioned in the US Constitution. 

� Again, the Supreme Court promoted the idea of a 
single national market. 



Wrap up

� These cases shaped the federal courts and affected the 
US’ economic performance before 1860.

� The law aided the evolution of the main ideas and 
institutions of American capitalism.

� Most economic life was a private matter for the US 
citizens. 

� Government supported private economic power and also 
relied upon that power to produce growth.



Next lecture

� Hughes and Cain (2011), American Economic 
History, Chapter 10 (Slavery).



E C O N O M I C  H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  U N I T E D  S T A T E S   
D A V I D  G O N Z Á L E Z  A G U D O

The Slavery Debate



Last lecture recap

� The US Supreme Court’s cases shaped the legal 
framework of the country and its economic performance 
before 1860.

� The law aided the evolution of the main ideas and 
institutions of American capitalism.

� Most economic life was a private matter for the US 
citizens. 

� Government supported private economic power and also 
relied upon that power to produce growth.



Bibliography

� Hughes and Cain (2011), American Economic 
History, Chapter 10, pp. 189-207.



Slavery and economic history: 
some previous questions

Why did the slave economy flourish right before the 
US Civil War?

Was slavery “efficient” as a production system?

Was slavery viable?

What was slavery like?



Slavery and economic history: 
three main matters to be considered

� Background conditions. We need to take into 
account the whole historical context (slavery as a 
part of a more general issue).

� Initial conditions. Why did slavery persist over 
time? 

� We need a cause-effect theory that helps us 
explain the subject.



Some previous data



Source: vermonthistory.org

Vermont’s 
Constitution
(July 1777) contains 
the first abolition of 
slavery in the US.



The spread of US slavery, 1790-1860

Source: lincolnmullen.com



The spread of US slavery, 1790-1860

Source: lincolnmullen.com



The spread of US slavery, 1790-1860
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The spread of US slavery, 1790-1860
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The spread of US slavery, 1790-1860
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The spread of US slavery, 1790-1860

Source: lincolnmullen.com



The spread of US slavery, 1790-1860

Source: lincolnmullen.com



The spread of US slavery, 1790-1860

Source: lincolnmullen.com



The spread of US slavery, 1790-1860

Source: lincolnmullen.com



The slave family

� Since slaves’ living conditions were inhuman, slave 
fertility had to be necessarily high. 

� Slave women and their children were the base of this 
economic system.

� Slave owners had then an incentive to pair off slave 
men and women into families.

What were slave families like?



� Fogel & Engerman
(1974) studied slave 
families in the US.

� They  concluded that, 
despite some forces 
against the family 
formation, slaves 
generally did hold 
families together for 
periods of years. 

A provocative book on 
the matter



Fogel & Engerman’s book:
breaking up myths on slave families

� Slave families were supported by three main 
pillars:

1. Natural habits of slaves themselves. Stable 
relationships.

2. Slave owners preferences for keeping ordinary 
American sexual conduct among their property.

3. The fact that families were relatively efficient 
economic units.



Fogel & Engerman’s book: 
breaking up myths on slave families

� The belief that slave-breeding, sexual exploitation, 
and promiscuity destroyed the African-American 
family is a myth. 

� The family was the basic unit of social organization 
under slavery. 

� It was to the economic interest of planters to 
encourage the stability of slave families, and most of 
them did so. 



Further evidence

� Herbert G. Gutman
(1976) worked on slave 
families on six large 
plantations. 

� The author also 
concluded that slavery 
did not break up the 
African American 
family.



Some more findings of Gutman’s book

� Most slaves who lived into their forties were involved in 
long-lasting relationships.

� Slave women did not tend to have children as soon as 
biologically possible. Slave fertility was strongly 
influenced by marriage and work patters. 

� Slave women tended no to remarry after the death of a 
spouse. 

� Most slaves under age 13 used to live in two-parent 
households.



Fogel & Engerman’s main theses:
some criticism

� Fogel & Engerman provide 10 main provocative 
theses on slavery before the US Civil War; that of 
slave families is one of them.

� Another deals with living standards of slaves:

“The material conditions of life for slaves compared 
favorably with those of free whites employed in 

Northern factories”.



Fogel & Engerman’s book: 
fundamental criticism

� Slavery was compulsory. As such, slaves’ real income 
are produced under compulsion and consumed the 
same way. 

� Also, slaves had no property rights. 

� Thus, welfare levels aren’t comparable with those of 
some other groups. We simply cannot deduce how 
well off slaves were relative to others. 



Richard Steckel

� Professor Emeritus at 
The Ohio State 
Unversity.

� Since 1979, he has 
expanded our knowledge 
about the living 
conditions of North 
American slaves.

Photo: economics.osu.edu



Some useful terms on mortality

� Neonatal mortality. Deaths in the first 27 days of 
life.

� Infant mortality. Deaths in the first year of life.

� Child mortality. Deaths in the first 5 years of life.

� Youth mortality. Deaths in the first 19 years of life. 



More terms

� Age-specific death rate (deaths by age): 
number of persons (per thousand people) in an age 
bracket who die in a year. We can define other 
specific death rates (by marital status, by location, by 
income, etc.). 

� Infant mortality rate. Number of infants (0 to 12 
months of life) who die in a year, per 1000 children 
born in the same age range.  

� Also, neonatal (0-27 days), child (0-4 years), and 
youth mortality rates (6-19 years). 



Steckel’s findings

� Prenatal and postnatal mortality rates of North American 
slaves were higher than those of white children. 

� The reason lies in the forced work of slave mothers 
during and after pregnancy. 

� These practices produced malnourished fetuses and 
newborns, and would also have effects on slaves’ stature.

� As young children, North American slaves were smaller 
than any of the populations Steckel examines.



Source: Steckel (1979).



Steckel’s findings (1979)

Steckel (1979).



Steckel’s findings (1986)

� By 16.5 years, North American male slaves were 
taller than European males of different social status.

� As adults, African American male slaves even 
exceeded in height some German aristocrats.

� They key was an adequate diet that allowed them to 
recover their stature. 



Steckel’s interview

� The importance of height data for economic 
historians

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QUYm4lUesrM


Why did slavery persist in the USA?

� Theories on this matter are different and disputed:

¡Elkins (1959) compared North American slaves 
to the inmates of Nazi concentration camps. In 
both cases, the reason was that dependence was 
too great for significant self-interested 
individualism to develop among the slaves.



Why did slavery persist in the USA?

� Theories on this matter are different and disputed:

¡Genovese (1976) studied slave revolts in North 
and South America. Slave resistance in North 
America was quite less intense. Several factors 
influenced on the different pattern of behavior
(surrounding geography, racial ratio of the 
population, size of the slave unit, presence of 
slave owners, etc.).  



Source: The Journal of Economic History, Vol. 55, No. 1 (Mar., 1995), pp. 139-154 



The debate is still served

Agree

Agree 
with 

provisos
Economists
Historians

Economists

Historians

Historians

Economists

Economists
Historians

Disagree

Fogel & Engerman’s controversial findings



Summary

� Slavery was not a system irrationally kept in existence by 
plantation owners. Scholars widely agree. 

� The slave system was not economically moribund on the 
eve of the Civil War. Scholars widely agree. 

� Slave agriculture was efficient relative to free agriculture. 
Apparently, most of scholars agree, or agree with 
provisos.

� The material conditions of slaves compared favorably
with those of free industrial workers right before the Civil 
War. Opinion is sharply divided.



The debate is still served

Gavin Wright (2019) asserts that on
balance the persistence of slavery
actually reduced the growth of cotton
supply compared with a free-labour
alternative. 



Next lecture

� Hughes & Cain (2011), American Economic History, 
Chapter 13 (Economic effects of the Civil War). 



E C O N O M I C  H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  U N I T E D  S T A T E S   
D A V I D  G O N Z Á L E Z  A G U D O

Economic Effects 
of the Civil War



Last lecture recap

� Slavery was not a system irrationally kept in existence by 
plantation owners. Scholars widely agree. 

� The slave system was not economically moribund on the 
eve of the Civil War. Scholars widely agree. 

� Slave agriculture was efficient relative to free agriculture. 
Apparently, most of scholars agree, or agree with 
provisos.

� The material conditions of slaves compared favorably
with those of free industrial workers right before the Civil 
War. Opinion is sharply divided.



Required reading

� Hughes & Cain (2011), American Economic History, 
Chapter 13 (Economic effects of the Civil War). 



The U.S. Civil War (1861-1865)



The War’s causes

� Slavery has been identified as a central cause by 
most scholars. It had been the main source of 
political tension since the 1850s. 

� Southern leaders (slavery supporters) declared 
secession as soon as Abraham Lincoln (a declared 
abolitionist) won the 1860 election.

� Historical revisionists have further complicated the 
issue by offering a variety of different reasons. 



The spread of US slavery, 1790-1860

Source: lincolnmullen.com









The War’s causes

� All US regions were actually benefiting from the 
South’s cotton production (North 1961). 

� The low price of raw cotton enabled northern textile 
manufacturers to increase their production at competitive 
prices. 

� Northern merchants also benefited from the southern cotton 
trade and demand for consumption goods. Manufactures 
expanded, population in cities increased, and demand for 
foodstuffs rose in the northern areas of the Ohio river. 

� Economic logic suggests that a peaceful solution to the slave 
issue would have made far more sense than a bloody war. Yet 
no solution emerged.



How costly was the War?

� A dramatic loss of human capital. The sources give 
600,000 deaths on both sides. This makes up 9% of 
the male population age 15-39 as reported in the 
1860 census. 

� Half a million were wounded. 

� Apart from losses of human capital, we need to 
consider government expenditures and physical 
destruction of property.



How much did the War cost?

� In strictly economic terms, the Civil War was a sheer 
waste of resources. The estimated total cost ($6.7 
billion) would be:
¡ Twice as much as the national income of 1860.
¡ More than double the total US exports in 1850-1860.
¡ More than four times federal government expenditures from 

1789 to 1860. 
¡ More than eight times the value added by all US 

manufacturing enterprises in 1860.
¡ Nearly seventeen times the total value of US exports in 1860.
¡ Higher than the purchase cost of all the slaves from their 

owners at 1860 prices. 



How was the War financed?

� Taxation, but neither the federal nor the 
Confederate government devised specific tax 
programs to pay the war bills. 

� Both resorted to borrowing and creating money 
to pay the national debt.

� Increasing the money stock decreases the purchasing 
power of money. Hence, inflation.



Union’s finance

� Between 1860 and 1865, federal government 
expenditures grew by a factor of 20. Federal gross debt 
multiplied by 41.

� The government started to issue federal legal-tender 
money (greenbacks). The printing of money accounted 
for 18 percent of all government revenues. 

� Money supply multiplied by 2.6 between 1860 and 1865.

� This caused inflation, but it was surprisingly restrained.



Federal greenback notes: Demand notes

Source: National 
Museum of American 

History



Federal greenback notes: US notes

Source: National 
Museum of American 
History



US Notes
Bonds
Tax Revenues

1861 1862 1863 1864 1865

Revenues of the Union Government, 1861-1865



Federal Finance

Year Money 
stock

Wholesale
Prices

Cost of 
Living

1860 100 100 100
1865 267 199 175
1869 198 162 147

Source: Hughes and Cain (2011). 

Money and Prices 1860, 1865, 1869. Index numbers



Confederacy finance

� In the South, financial circumstances were far more 
difficult: 
¡ The War was fought in the South. 

¡ Confederacy’s ports were blocked by the Union.

¡ Taxation only covered a tiny fraction of the war expenditures. 

¡ Confederate debt ascended to more than $2 billion when the war ended.

¡ Unlike the federal government, confederate monetary officials neglected to 
make their notes legal tender. The currency would become worthless.

� Hyperinflation> prices rose by a factor of 92. 



Revenues of the Confederate Government, 1861-1864



Effects of the Civil War on trade

Period Exports Imports Balance

1856-1860 356.0 344.6 11.4

1861-1865 269.0 282.0 -13.0

1866-1870 409.0 439.2 -29.0

Note: Amounts given, in millions of dollars. Source: Hughes & Cain (2011). 

US Trade (Goods and Services) 1856-1870, Five-Year Averages



Did the Civil War aid industrialization?

� The Beard-Hacker thesis (1920s and 1930s) 
holds that the Civil War was a major stimulus to the 
US industry. The authors lacked reliable data. 

� Engerman’s findings show that growth rates of 
both commodity output and income per capita were 
relatively high during the 19th century, except in the 
1860s. The Civil War came to cut that rate sharply. 
The South felt the most destructive effects of the war.



Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States: 
Colonial Times to 1970 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. G.P.O., 1975), 731.

US CIVIL WAR



E C O N O M I C  H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  U N I T E D  S T A T E S   
D A V I D  G O N Z Á L E Z  A G U D O

US Industrialization
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US CIVIL WAR

Source: Davis (2004)



The puzzle of industrialization

� How did industrialization emerge in a 
predominantly agricultural economy? Scholars have 
offered different answers:

1. Farm households’ demand for manufactures 
would spur industrialization. 

1. Specialization would generate some incomes to 
industrialize.

2. Impoverished agriculture theory. 



The puzzle of industrialization

� The view of the impoverished agriculture was 
long applied to explain US industrialization.

� It holds that farm labourers soon became 
manufacturing workers because agriculture wasn’t 
prosperous in the north eastern states.

� However, this view raises doubts. If most 
impoverished farm labourers became industrial 
workers. Who was to purchase the manufactured 
goods?



The North East did have
a prosperous agriculture

� North Eastern farmers supplied low-cost agricultural 
products to rural and urban dwellers. 

� This population demanded manufactures, which 
were supplied by local and sub-regional 
entrepreneurs. 

� Some of them ended up shifting into larger market 
areas. This transformation occurred in specific 
sectors: shoes, cotton textiles, and light 
manufactures (e.g. Connecticut).  



North American Manufacturing Belt

� At first, no relevant improvements in transportation. 
Most of prosperous areas were accessible to cheap 
waterway transportation. 

� Leading manufacturing centers in the early 19th century: 
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and their 
satellites.

� The East industrialized first, followed by the Midwest. By 
the 1870s, both areas formed the American 
Manufacturing Belt. The South failed to industrialize. 



North American Manufacturing Belt…



…which is now called Rust Belt

Former
Ford Factory
Detroit
Photo: 
reddit.com





Toledo (Ohio) population
1840-2017



Source: danielprager.com



Meyer’s synergy between 
Agriculture and Manufacturing

� Since the early 19th century, prosperous agricultural 
areas emerged in the north eastern US.

� These areas had easy and cheap access to growing 
non-farm populations. Farmers supplied those 
populations who, in turn, provided manufactured 
goods and services to farmers.

� The non-farm consumers included retailers, 
craftspeople, professionals, and small mill owners.



Synergy between Agriculture and Manufacturing



Synergy between Agriculture and Manufacturing

� Capital accumulation in prosperous agricultural 
areas became available for manufacturing. 

� Small workshops and factories enlarged their market 
areas as they became more productively efficient. 

� Astute entrepreneurs devised production methods 
and marketing approaches to sell selected 
manufactures (shoes, tinware, buttons, cotton 
textiles) in market areas including the Eastern states.



The role of transportation

� Transportation innovations (canals and railroads) 
didn’t have a big effect on the US economy during 
the first half of the 19th century.

� Since the 1820s there were substantial investments 
on canals construction, but very few of them were 
profitable (e.g. Erie, Champlain). 

� Railways investment grew rapidly since 1835, but 
industrial products weren’t carried in large volumes 
until after 1850.



Welland Canal
1820s-1830s



Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States: 
Colonial Times to 1970 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. G.P.O., 1975), 731.

US CIVIL WAR
Banking crisis





The rise of heavy industry

� Agriculture-industry synergy, together with industrial 
experimentation, labour-saving specialization, and 
capital-intensive technologies gave way to the American 
system of mass production.

� Between 1860 and 1914, the North American 
manufacturing sector grew by 12.5.

� In the same period, US’ population almost tripled.

� Rising productivity of physical capital opened the way for 
the great increase in income, aggregate investment, and 
savings rates. 



Ten largest industries by Value Added
1860 1910

Industry Value Added Industry Value Added
Cotton goods 55 Cotton goods 260

Lumber 54 Lumber 650
Boots and shoes 49 Boots and shoes 180
Flour and meal 40 Malt liquors 280
Men’s clothing 37 Men’s clothing 270

Iron 36 Iron and steel 330
Machinery 33 Machinery 690

Woolen goods 25 Tobacco products 240
Carriages/wagons 24 Railroad cars 210

Leather 23 Printing and publishing 540
All manufacturing 815 All manufacturing 8,529
Note: Value added, in millions of dollars.
Source: Temin (1972) 



The rise of heavy industry

� By 1910, the machinery industry alone created value 
added equal to 85% of the top ten industries together in 
1860. 

� Lumber industry became the second major income-
producing industry.

� Printing and publishing industry was third, due to 
the revolutionary adoption of paper made from wood 
pulp.

� Steel became the basic metal of American 
manufacturing industry.



The rise of heavy industry

� Between 1850 and 1919, US industry was biased to 
labor-saving and material-using technologies.

� Giant-sized corporations appeared between 1870 
and 1900. 

� Between 1860 and 1910, energy production from 
mineral resources rose by a factor of 27.4. The use of 
bituminous coal increased by a factor of 46.



Wall Street Crash of 1929, Great 
Depression, and New Deal. 



E C O N O M I C  H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  U S
D A V I D  G O N Z Á L E Z  A G U D O

An Age of (Economic) 
Revolution



Reading for this class

� Gordon, Robert J. 
(2016), “The Ascent and 
Descent of Growth”, 
Chapter 1 of The Rise and 
Fall of American 
Growth. The US 
Standard of Living since 
the Civil War, Princeton 
and Oxford, Princeton 
University Press, pp. 1-
23. Photo: Chicago Humanities Festival



Gordon’s pessimism

� Life-altering innovations in the US between 1870 and 
1970 won’t be repeated.

� The US slowing productivity growth will be held back by 
rising inequality, stagnating education, an aging 
population, and a rising debt.

� He warns that the younger generation may be the first to 
fail in exceeding their parents’ standard of living.

� “Rather than depend on the great advances of the past, 
we must find new solutions to overcome the challenges 
facing us.”



Gordon’s three main theses

� 1. Some inventions are more important than others. 
1870-1970 was a century of Great Inventions.
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� 2. A paradox since 1970: economic growth has been 
simultaneously dazzling and disappointing. 
Evidence: Total Factor Productivity (TPF).



Gordon’s three main theses

� 1. Some inventions are more important than others. 
1870-1970 was a century of Great Inventions.

� 2. A paradox since 1970: economic growth has been 
simultaneously dazzling and disappointing. Evidence: 
Total Factor Productivity (TPF).

� 3. Our chronicle of the rise in US standard of living over 
the past 150 years rests heavily on the history of 
innovations. However, any consideration of US economic 
progress in the future must look beyond innovation and 
focus mainly on the rising inequality.



Robert Gordon’s perspective on the US economy

� TED talks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYHd7rpOTe8


Why is 1870 a benchmark?

� US Civil War (1861-1865).

� First US Census of Manufacturing (≈1869).

� Transcontinental railroad joined in 1869.



The U.S. Civil War (1861-1865)

Source: Library of Congress



US Civil War (1861-1865)



1869: transcontinental railroad joined at Utah
Source: Yale University Libraries https://www.nps.gov/gosp



What does make the period 1870-1970 so special?

� The magnitude of the transitions caused by 
technological advances:
¡Electricity
¡Motor vehicles
¡Modern food supply (Mason jar, first canned 

meats and processed foods, electric refrigerator).

� The speed with which the transitions were 
completed.



What does make the period 1870-1970 so special?

� The magnitude of the transitions caused by 
technological advances:
¡Electricity
¡Motor vehicles
¡Modern food supply (Mason jar, first canned 

meats and processed foods, electric refrigerator).

� The speed with which the transitions were 
completed.



Some effects of the “special century”

� A change in the nature of the household.

� Increasing participation of women in market 
work.

� An improvement in working conditions for 
men.

� An increase in the share of urban population.



Since 1970, a “less special” period

� Technological advancement started to show 
its age.

� A rising income inequality.
� Progress after 1970 didn’t arrive with a great 

and sudden burst, and focused more 
narrowly on certain areas such as 
entertainment, communication, and 
information technology. 



The standard of living and its measurement

� Real GD per capita

Real GDP per capita



Gordon’s arguments against real GDP per capita 
as a measure of standard of living 

1. GDP omits many (nonmarket) dimensions of the 
quality of life that matter to people.

1. Price indexes used to convert current-dollar 
spending into constant inflation-adjusted “real” 
dollars overstate price increases.

The concept of standard of living needs to be 
broadened beyond real GDP.



Theoretical framework

� Gary Becker’s Theory of Time Allocation.
� Households demand consumable goods, from which they 

derive utility. These are called “Z” goods.
� “Z” goods can be obtained by a combination of marketed 

commodities and home production.
� Example: a Caesar salad you eat at home is a Z good. You 

can obtain it through several different combinations of 
marketed commodities and home production:
¡ Buy it ready to eat.
¡ Buy the lettuce, bread croutons, and dressing at the grocery store. 

Then combine them at home (home production).
¡ Grow the lettuce in your garden. Grow the wheat - then make bread 

and turn it into croutons. Make Caesar salad dressing. 



How are Z goods procured?

� Households decide what components of Z goods to buy on 
the market, and what components to produce at home.

� This is jointly determined by preferences and by relative 
prices.
¡ If market wages go up, households will supply more labor in the 

market, and will buy more Z good components in the market as well.
¡ If the price of finished goods in the market goes up, households will 

produce more components at home.
¡ For example, the high price of labor in Canada today determines that 

most households supply a large portion of their labor to the market.
¡ But it also determines that most households self-produce all their 

domestic service (cleaning, cooking) rather than purchasing it on the 
market. 



Gordon’s addition to Becker’s framework

� Any improvements that imply a reduction in 
our disutility of work need not involve a 
reduction in the number of hours worked, 
but rather may involve a decrease in the 
physical difficulty of work, or in its 
discomfort (unpleasantness).

Home Production + value of leisure time + 
decreased unpleasantness of work



1870-2014: an irregular advance



What happened in 1920-1970?

� A decline in the number of hours worked, caused 
by
¡A long-run decline in weekly hours of work for 

production workers by 1920.
¡New Deal Legislation and empowerment of labor

unions.
¡A baby boom in 1947-1964.
¡Reverse feedback from productivity growth to 

shrinking hours.



Why did labor productivity grow so much in 
1920-1970?

One big wave



Why was TFP growth so fast in 1920-1970?

� Paul David’s hypothesis of a “gestation 
period” between a major invention and its 
pay-off in productivity terms.

� Great Depression.

� World War II.



Gordon’s arguments against real GDP per capita 
as a measure of standard of living 

1. GDP omits many 
(nonmarket) dimensions 
of the quality of life that 
matter to people.

1. Price indexes used to 
convert current-dollar 
spending into constant 
inflation-adjusted “real” 
dollars overstate price 
increases.

The concept of standard 
of living needs to be 

broadened beyond real 
GDP.



More arguments against GDP per capita

� GDP per capita: from 
measurement tool to 
ideological construct

Patricia Hudson
Source: Twitter

http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/73696/1/blogs.lse.ac.uk-GDP%20per%20capita%20from%20measurement%20tool%20to%20ideological%20construct.pdf


Hudson: 
GDP per capita as an ideological construct

� “The notion of GDP as an ideological construct, rather 
than as an objective measurement tool, is rarely 
countenanced”. 

� “GDP per capita, which was a useful measurement device 
for restricted purposes, time periods and circumstances 
has become a hegemonic and normatively forceful tool 
applied to address too many questions across diverse 
time periods and cultures”. 

� “GDP per capita has contributed to a biased view of the 
origins and trajectory of global economic and social 
betterment”.



Hudson: What GDP per capita necessarily does
not measure/capture 

Unrecorded (untaxed) economic activity (self-employments, scattered 
and informal work, subsistence and reproductive activity etc.) 

Most of the economic contribution of women and children 
Wealth, capital or physical assets 
Raw material or other resources 

Technological or human capabilities 
Stability of growth or decline outside the time series provided 

Sustainability of growth (including but not only 
environmental/resource sustainability) 

Distribution of incomes or wealth, i.e., economic inequality 
Living standards or human welfare 

Rate of population growth and its impact upon the denominator 



Hudson: What GDP per capita necessarily does
not measure/capture 

Political or social freedom 
Portion of outputs provided by foreign investment (profits 

distributed outside the entity) 
Portion of outputs produced by non-native labour (which is 

outside the GDP per capita denominator) 
Time discounting (e.g. placing a proper –if any- value on things 

that will need to be paid for in future such as imported rather 
than depleted domestic fuel supplies or raw materials, nuclear 

decommissioning, climate change) 
Structural change 

Technological innovations 
Proximate or any other cause of growth 

Economic development 
“Does it even measure economic growth?” 





Inequality: the American Dream quantified at last

Source:”The Fading 
American Dream: Trends 
in Absolute Income 
Mobility Since 1940” by 
Raj Chetty, David 
Grusky, Maximilian Hell, 
Nathaniel Hendren, 
Robert Manduca and 
Jimmy Narang

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/08/opinion/the-american-dream-quantified-at-last.html
http://www.equality-of-opportunity.org/






Source: equality-of-opportunity.org





The American Dream quantified

“We need to have more equal growth if we want to
revive the American dream” 

Raj Chetty




